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The SPE Oxygen Generator Assembly (OGA) has been modified to correct
operationaldeficienciespresent in the originalsystem, and to effectchanges
to the system hardware and softwar_ such that itsoperating conditions are
consistent with the latestconfigurationrequirements for the International
Space Station Alpha (ISSA). The effectivenessof these changes has recently
been verifiedthrough a comprehensive testprogram which saw the SPE OGA
operate for over 740 hours at various test conditions,including over 690
hours, or approximately 460 cycles,simulating the orbitofthe space station.
This report documents the changes made to the SPE OGA, presents and
discusses the test results from the acceptance testprogram, and provides
recommendations foradditionaldevelopment activitiespertinent to evolution
of the SPE OGA to a flightconfiguration. Copies of the test data from the
acceptance test program are provided with this report on 3.5" diskettes in
self-extractingarchivefiles.
2.0 BACKGROUND
The SPE OGA, originally designated the LFSPE Oxygen Generation
Subsystem, was delivered to Boeing Aerospace and NASA/MSFC in
April 1990 as part ofthe Space Station Freedom Environmental Control and
Life Support Systems (ECLSS) Technology Demonstration Program. The
system was designed to safelyand efficientlygenerate oxygen and hydrogen
gas using a 12-cellliquid feed SPE water electrolyzer. Two distinct
generation levels were specified and designed into the system: NORMAL and
EMERGENCY. With the system in the NORMAL configuration, the oxygen
generation rate was set for 11.12 lbm/day, and for the EMERGENCY
configuration, the rate was set for 14.72 lbm/day. Oxygen and hydrogen gas
were m_i_t_ned at 200 and 160 psia, respectively, using a nitrogen reference
system operating at a pressure of approximately 230 psia. The oxygen could
be delivered to either a low pressure storage system or distribution bus, or
delivered directly to the cabin atmosphere, while the delivery of hydrogen
could be diverted to either a C02 reduction system or a waste gas vent. The
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system was designed to use product water from the hygiene water processor
as feed stock forthe electrolysisprocess.
Performance testingof the LFSPE commenced in June 1990 in Building 4755
at NASA/MSFC. However, due to operationaldifficultiesexperienced by the
system, and due to a reatlocationof funding, the LFSPE only accumulated
approximately 37 hours of test time. A second test program initiatedin
November 1990 saw the system operate for 529 hours: 169 hours with DI
water; 270 hours with product water from a reverse osmosis system
processing shower water, and 90 hours with DI water at the conclusionofthe
test program. The system operated for approximately 515 hours at the
EMERGENCY oxygen generation rate,exhausting product gases at ambient
pressure.
During the conduct of the two test programs at NASA/MSFC, the LFSPE
experienced operational deficienciesthat occasionallyresulted in improper
operation ofthe system and, in some cases,unscheduled testshutdowns. The
issuesidentifiedas eitherproblems or areas forconcern were:
• Water carry*overfrom the hydrogen phase separator during start-up
transientconditions
• Rising cellpotentialswhile operatingthe system with water from the
RO water processor
• Inadequate priming ofthe recirculationwater loop pump
• Inaccurate flow sensor readings ofthe recir_lating water loop
• Inadequate heat rejectionfrom the recirculatingwater loop heat
exchanger due to higher than expected cell potentials
• Failure of the three-way solenoid valves which divert the flow of
generated gas to eithera deliveryor vent interface
• Blistering of hydrophobic membrane material in the oxygen phase
separator,inhibitinggas transport
• Frequent alarm conditionstriggeredby the hydrogen sense cellofthe
hydrogen phase separator assembly
• Failed electricalcontactor for the 4-way ball valve, resulting in
incomplete valve travel
J
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• Failed current control isolation board, resulting in reduced current to
the electrolysis module and hence reduced gas output
During 1994, NASA/MSFC contacted Hamilton Standard to discuss a
refurbishment program for the LFSPE that would address and correct the
above listeddeficiencies,and would incorporatedesign changes to the system
hardware and software to address the most recent ISSA configuration.
Specifically,the requirements changes that bore the largest impact on the
system design were:
• Generation of oxygen while on the light side of the space station orbit
• Variable oxygen generation rates (7.4 lbrn/day nominal; rate to be
variable + 10%)
• Space station nitrogen interface reduced to 100 psia, maximum
Hamilton Standard proposed a refurbishment program to ION Electronics in
April 1994. The goals of the program were to develop an SPE oxygen
generator assembly that incorporated the design changes necessary, to reflect
the requirements for the ISSA, and to demonstrate flawless performance of
the system during all aspects of operation. A contract to perform activities
pursuant to the stated goals was awarded by ION in May 1994. The major
elements of the program included:
• Conduct a baseline testof the as-received system to determine the
statusofkey system components
• Refurbish the system to incorporate design changes necessary to
correctsystem deficiencies,and provide variable oxygen generation
ratesand cyclicSystem operation
• Test the effectivenessofthe design changes
• Provide fieldsupport ofthe unitonce returned to NASA/MSFC
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A baseline test program of the returned LFSPE Oxygen Generation
Subsystem was completed in September 1994. The objectiveof the baseline
testwas to note the performance ofkey system components, in particularthe
electrolysiscellstack,the oxygen and hydrogen phase separator assemblies,
and the fan/heat exchanger assembly prior to system refurbishment. A copy
of the master test plan for baseline testing of the unit is included as
Appendix A. A copy ofthe testdata from the baselinetestisalso included in
the referencedappendix.
The system operated for56.9 hours in the Process state,with 39 hours at the
NORMAL rate (11.12 Ibm/day oxygen), and 17.9 hours at the EMERGENCY
rate (14.72 Ibm/day oxygen). In general, the resultsfrom the baseline test
program were comparable to those observed during the last test program
conducted by NASA/MSFC in December 1990. Specifically:.
• Water carry-over in the hydrogen phase separator was observed
during start-up transient conditions. The typical volume of water
observed during start-upwas 30 - 50 ml.
• The recirculatingwater loop experienced pump priming problems
during system start-up and shutdown depressurization transient
conditions. In addition,the recirculatingwater loop bellows tank
would occasionally expand to the firstshutdown switch once gas
generation had begun.
• The average cellpotentialforthe 12-cellelectrolysistack operating
at a current of 79 amps (Emergency oxygen generation rate) and a
water exittemperature of 120°F was approximately 1.87-1.88Vdc for
both this and the previous test program. In addition, the
performance ofthe fan/heatexchanger assembly was satisfactoryfor
the duration ofthis testprogram as itwas forthe NASA/MSFC test
program once testing with product water from the RO water
processorwas discontinued.
• The hydrogen sense cellalarm triggered a number of times during
system start-up. Diagnostic testing of the stripper cellsand sense
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cellcircuits revealed that the stripper cellpower supply or its control
circuit occasionally malfunctioned, resulting in the delivery of
hydrogen-saturated water to the sense cell. A separate power supply
was installed in the power supply cart for the duration of this test
program, bypassing the original supply and control circuit. In
addition, the shutdown associated with high sense cellcurrents was
bypassed.
A number of minor discrepancies were also observed during the conduct of
the test program, including low water feed rates from the feed pump
resulting in a system shutdown due to a low level in the recirculation water
loop bellows accumulator and BITE shutdowns of the process controller while
changing setpoints. The discrepancies were logged in the test plan for future
action once the refurbishment activitywas underway.
4.0 SYSTEM REFURBISHMENT
Refurbishment of the OGA began in September 1994 at the conclusion of the
baseline test program. The entire system was disassembled to the component
level, with each item separately bagged to preserve its cleanliness. A
summary of the refurbishment activities is presented below. A detailed
description of the refurbished system and a narrative describing system
operation are included as sections 4.11 and 4.12, respectively.
4.1 Hydrogen Phase Separator Refurbishment
The original hydrogen phase separator assembly employed a single
hydrophilic membrane to effectthe bulk fluid separation. However, during
system start-up, water would become entrained in the gas outlet stream and
would subsequently be delivered to the downstream hydrogen system. As the
hydrogen generation pressure increased, the amount of water being carried
over decreased until no water was present. Since the system achieved full
production output in only a few minutes, the carry-over was attributed to the
high gas velocities present in the hydrogen phase separator during this
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transientcondition,resultingin inadequate contacttime with the hydrophilic
membrane.
The hydrogen phase separator assembly was modified to incorporate dual
hydrophilic-hydrophobiccavities,and successfullydemonstrated proper fluid
separation at alloperating conditionsof the revised system. A schematic of
the refurbishedhydrogen phase separator assembly isincluded as Figure 4.1-
1. Water is transported across the hydrophilic membranes to the
electrochemicalhydrogen pumps, while the hydrogen gas flows through the
hydrophobic membranes to the hydrogen pressure controlsystem. A detailed
description of the operation of this device is included in the System
Descriptionsectionofthisreport.
4.2 ElectrolysisCellStack Refurbishment
During the November 1990 testprogram at NASA/MSFC, the LFSPE was
testedfora totalof 529 hours. The testwas dividedinto three modules:
• 169 hour testwith DI water
• 270 hour test with product water from a reverse osmosis system
processing shower water
• 90 hour testwith DI water
The first169 hours ofthe testprogram saw a steady average cellpotentialfor
the 12-cellelectrolyzer.However, during the 270 hour testwith processed
hygiene water, the average cellpotential rose steadily. Eventually the
average cellpotentialexceeded the design point ofthe heat rejectionsystem
ofthe LFSPE, and the recirculatingwater looptemperature began toincrease
above its120°F operating point. An additionalfan was locatedin the vicinity
of the system fan/heat exchanger assembly to provide additional cooling
capacity. Once the water feed was returned to DI water, the average cell
potential began to decrease steadily, and continued to decrease for the
remainder of the 90 hour DI water test. In addition,the recirculatingwater
loop returned to itsoriginaldesign operating point of115-120°F.
V
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FIGURE 4.1-1
HYDROGEN PHASE SEPARATOR
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At the conclusion of the test program, three theories were proposed to explain
the increase in the average cell potential:
i) Relaxation of the ceilstack preload,resultingin higher screen to cell
membrane contact resistance.
f_
ii) Heavy metal ion contamination of the solidpolymer ion exchange
membrane.
iii) Organic cont_mi-Ation of the cell anode, resulting in a higher cell
polarization.
The first explanation was eliminated from consideration due to the fact the
cell potentials began to recover during subsequent testing with DI water.
The second explanation was also considered unlikely since: the water
analyses of the feed water did not indicate any heavy metal ion
contamination; the conductivity sensor in the subsystem did not detect any
breakthrough in the deionizer bed, and; because heavy metal ion
contamination is essentially irreversible, the ceil potentials would not have
recovered when the feed stock was changed to DI water. The latter
explanation,organic contamination, was considered the most likelyscenario.
Organic contamination would result in a masking of the anode of the
electrolysiscell,resulting in increasing ceiloperating potential as the
cont_mln_tion continued to build. The anode _talyst is capable of oxidizing
smaller organic molecules,resultingin the evolutionof C02 and I-I20,but has
a more difficult ime with the larger organic molecules. Eventually, the
entireanode surface willreach some equilibrium levelof contamination. At
that point,an equilibrium potentialwillbe established,but at a higher level.
This theory was supported by the factthat,when the feed stock was changed
back to DI water, the ceil potentials began to decrease, indicating oxidation of
and a decrease in the amount ofmaterial on the anode surface ofthe cells.
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During 1991, an IR&D program was initiated in an attempt to understand
these test results. Electrolysis cells were challenged with a variety of
different feed waters:
i) An ersatz recipe that duplicated the product water from the Space
Station Freedom hygiene water processor.
ii) Actual product water from the Space Station Predevelopment
hygiene water processor, processing shower and laundry water.
iii)Water solutions containing the maximum concentrations of
contaminant species from water analyses of the feed water used
during the 270 hour test program (see Table 4.2-I).
The test programs with the first two water feeds resulted in stable cell
operating potentials. However, while testing electrolysis cells with water
containing ammonia and Igepon TC-42 at the concentration levels listed in
the table, the cellpotential rose at a rate similar to what was observed during
the 1990 test program. Testing of these cellscontinued until an equilibrium
potential was reached. The feed water to these cellswas then converted to DI
water, and the cellpotential began to decrease steadily as it had during the
1990 test program. As a result, it was concluded that the cause for the
steadily increasing cellpotentials observed during the 1990 testprogram was
contamination of the feed water with ammonia and Igepon TC-42. The
!R&D program also indicated that the cells could operate with these
contaminants present in the feed water, the penalty, however, would be a
higher, but reversible, cellpotential.
A new 18-celi electrolysis cell stack was built as part of the SPE OGA
refurbishment program. The number of cellsincreased to 18 in order for the
new module operating at ambient temperature to maintain the same overall
thermal efficiency as a 12-cell stack operating at 120°F. The cellstack was
assembled using new hardware, including all frames, screen assemblies and
end plates. Since the feed water for the OGA has been changed from hygiene
quality water to potable water, itis anticipated that the performance of the
electrolysis cells should be stable, resulting in essentially fiatcellpotential
profiles as was witnessed during the 740 hour test progran_
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TABLE 4.2-I
1990 LFSPE OXYGEN GENERATION SUBSYSTEM
FEED WATER ANALYSES *
! i
COMPONENT
Zinc
rain
Sodium
Calcium
Iron
i , i
Chromium
Ca_m_-m
i
Manganese
Potassium
= l
Chloride
Sulfate
Fluoride
Nitrate
Ethanol
i i
Toluene
Triiodomethane
Methanol
i
Ammonia
i i i i
i i
J
,Detergent (Igepon TC-42)
CONCENTRATION (PPM)
.003
i i| ii
1.33
i ii
.031
i
.391
.268
.083
.386
24.3
283
i
288
1.56
23
i
14
i i
1.19
12.9
1.18
* Source: Boeing Test Laboratories
Concentration levelrepresents the highestrecorded by the
Boeing laboratoryforthe species indicated
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4.3 Recirculating Water Loop Refurl_ishmcnt
The recirculating water loop was modified to: correct inadequate pump
priming at system start-up; correct loss of pump prime during system
shutdown; incorporate a thermal flow switch to monitor the water flow rate to
the stack, and; install a liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger to reject waste heat
from the water electrolysis process.
4.3.1 Pumu urimin_
The initial configuration of the LFSPE Oxygen Generation Subsystem
included a deionizing bed and a ten-inch cartridge filter in the recirculating
water loop, and an in-stack oxygen phase separator assembly. However,
since the system operated at 200 psia, during system depressurization the
amount of oxygen evolved from the water loop nearly exceeded the volume
expansion capability of the metal bellows accumulator. In order to reduce the
volume of the water loop, both the deionizer bed and the filter were removed
and replaced with jumpers. In addition, since the in-stack oxygen phase
separator had failed during in-process testing at Hamilton Standard, a
separate unit had to be installed on the outside of the package. Hence, the
packaging of components in the system was never optimized, resulting in
pockets of gas trapped in various parts of the recirculating water loop. A
separate purge routine was implemented to force gas out of the loop to allow
the pump to prime, but its performance was marginal.
In order to ensure adequate priming of the pump during all aspects of system
operation, a number of changes to the recirculating water loop were
implemented. First, the operating pressure of the loop was reduced from
200 psia to near ambient in order to reduce the amount of oxygen dissolved in
the water that would subsequently evolve during a system shutdown.
Second, the components in the loop were packaged closely together to
minimize 100p volume and eliminate potential gas traps wherever practical.
And finally, the recirculation water loop metal bellows accumulator was also
modified to operate with a fixed nitrogen charge such that the pump inlet is
11
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always maintained above ambient pressure. Testing of the refurbished
system demonstrated correct pump priming even after a loss of power
shutdown.
4.3.2
A flow sensor is included in the water recirculationloop to ensure power is
not applied to the cellstack when there is no water flow. The system
originally incorporated a Teflon turbine flowmeter; however, after
approximately 100 hours of operation the Teflon bearing failedresultingin
erraticreadings from the sensor. The sensor was returned to the vendor and
refurbished with a harder bearing and shaft material; however, the sensor
continued to provide erraticreadings. As a result,the flow sensor was
removed from the system, and a pressure sensor was installedjust upstream
ofthe electrolysismodule. This sensor,in conjunctionwith a pressure sensor
already installed downstream of the electrolysismodule, was used to
calculate a pressure drop across the module. The pressure drop data was
then used to correlatea water flow rate through the module. However, since
the characteristicsof the two-phase flow downstream of the module varied
with pressure, temperature, and gas generation rate,the measurement was
somewhat crude and inaccurate.
In order to improve the reliability of the recirculating water flow
measurement, a thermal flow switch was installed upstream of the
electrolysismodule. The flow switch determines whether a fluidisflowing at
the preset rate by sensing the temperature differencebetween two precision
resistorsmounted within the housing of the flow monitor. One resistoris
located in the sensor tip, closest to the flowing fluid and heated to a
temperature that is a few degrees higher than the temperature of the fluid.
The second resistorislocatedsuch that itisaffectedonly by the temperature
of the fluid. Cooling of the heated resistorisa function of how fast heat is
conducted away by the flowing medium. Therefore, the difference in
temperature between the two resistors provides a measurement of fluid
velocitypast the sensor probe.
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The controller for the flow sensor is located inside the Electrical Interface Box
(EIB) which is mounted to the side of the system package. Potentiometers on
the controller allow the user to adjust the setpoint over a wide range of fluid
velocities. For the refurbished OGA, the controller was set such that a flow
rate of approximately 30% of normal, or 0.2 GPM, for a period of 10 seconds
would trigger an automatic shutdown of the system and provide a low flow
message to the user. The flow switch performance was satisfactory
throughout the 743 hour test program following system refurbishment. The
loss of recirculating water flow events recorded by the flow switch during the
test program were not sensor related, but were in fact the result of reduced
flow conditions caused by 1-g gas traps present in the system hardware (see
section 5.2).
4.3.3 Liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger
With the oxygen operating pressure reduced to near-ambient conditions, the
oxygen/water mixture leaving the cell stack must be cooled to at or below
ambient temperature to assure that moisture condensation does not occur in
the oxygen delivery plumbing. Heat rejection in the original system was
provided by an ambient air cooled heat exchanger in the recirculating water
loop located upstream of the cell stack where there was no undissolved
oxygen flowing. In order to cool the recirculating water loop at this location
in the refurbished system, a heat sink much lower than the ambient air
temperature must be used. This would also require that the cell stack
operate at very low temperatures, reducing its efficiency or making it
necessary to add more cells.
The refurbished system employs a liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger located
downstream of the ceil stack where there is a mixtm'e of gaseous oxygen and
recirculating water. The heat exchanger uses the 65°F vehicle coolant loop as
the heat sink to reduce the delivered oxygen temperature to less than 70°F at
the maximum electrolysis rate during light side operation and with all 18
electrolysis cells operating at their rn_rim,m potential of 2.5 Vdc. The new
heat exchanger capacity is in excess of 800 watts, almost 3 times the capacity
of the original air-cooled heat ex_anger assembly. At a coolant flow rate of
13
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500 lb_/hr, the pressure drop on the shell side of the heat exchanger is less
than 1 psid. Performance of the heat exchanger through the duration ofthe
743 hour testprogram was satisfactory,with no condensation observed in the
oxygen deliveryline.
4.4 3-way Solenoid Valve Refurbishment
The original system employed 3-way solenoid valves at the oxygen and
hydrogen outletsto divert the flow of gas to eithera storage system or vent
interface.However, during testingat Hamilton Standard and NASA/MSFC,
these valves failed due to overheated coils. When the solenoids were
originallyspecifiedby the valve supplier,he neglected to inform the solenoid
supplier that the coilswould be enclosed in a stainlesssteelhousing. As a
result,the coilsoperated at a much higher temperature than their design
point and eventuallyburned out.
The valve supplierreplaced the burned coilsand provided a driver circuitfor
each of the valves to prevent overheating of the solenoid coils. The driver
circuitanows fullpower to the solenoidfor .375 to .750 seconds upon initial
applicationof voltageat the input terminals. The voltagethen automatically
drops to approximately 50% of fullvoltage,resultingin a hold-in current of
approximately 25% power untilthe input voltage isremoved. Voltage (and
consequently power) reduction is achieved by pulse width modulating the
input signal. The drivercircuitincludesa fullwave rectifier,AC linevoltage
transient protection, and solenoid transient suppression. With the
refurbished system, only one valve is required, that being at the hydrogen
outlet. The 3-way valve allows the user to divert hydrogen flow to a
downstream CO2 reduction system in the event the OGA isincluded in an air
revitalizationintegrated test program, or to a laboratory vent where the
nitrogen purge gas at system start-upand shutdown is also vented. During
the recently completed testprogram at Hamilton Standard, the refurbished
valve and drivercircuitoperated forapproximately 600 hours without failure,
whereas the valve without a drivercircuittypicallyfailedafter50-100 hours
ofoperation.
V _
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During in-process testing of the original Technology Demonstration Oxygen
Generation Subsystem, the oxygen phase separator assembled as part of the
electrolysis cell stack experienced a failure due to an inability to transport
gas across the hydrophobic membrane. The results of a separate test
program of hydrophobic membranes indicated that the material was
susceptible to blistering under certain conditions. Once formed, the blisters
hindered the transport of gas across the membrane. It was theorized and
later confirmed by test that water vapor condensing within the microporous
structure of the membrane caused the blisters to be formed. In order to
alleviate this problem, the oxygen phase separator was redesi_oned so that the
gas side of the hydrophobic membrane was kept warmer relative to the two-
phase side, thereby preventing condensation. Rather than disassembling the
failed oxygen phase separator from the cell stack-manifold assembly, an
external phase separator was built and installed into the unit, with the failed
unit bypassed with additional plumbing.
During refurbishment of the 0GA, both the external and the original in-stack
oxygen phase separator were disassembled. As originally suspected, the in-
stack phase separator, which had used what was later determined to be
blister-prone "S" material, had evidence of blistering over approximately 50%
of its surface. The external phase separator, which used the less susceptible
"X" material coupled with favorable differential temperature characteristics,
exhibited no signs of blistering. As a result, the phase separator hardware
was rinsed with clean DI water and reassembled with new hydrophilic
membranes. The hydrophobic membrane from the external phase separator
assembly was also rinsed with clean DI water and returned to the assembly.
Performance of the oxygen phase separator assembly was satisfactory during
all aspects of system operation, including transitioning from standby to full
production back to standby.
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During the 529 hour test program at NASA/MSFC and subsequent baseline
testing at Hamilton Standard, the hydrogen sense cell triggered numerous
shutdowns due to high cellcurrents. Two causes for the shutdowns were
identified:
1) A malfunctioning power supply and/or control circuit for the four
strippercells
2) Formation of a hydrogen bubble in the water outletheader of the
separator assembly and subsequent migration of this bubble to the
sense cellcompartment
In the first case, if the four stripper cells failed to charge properly, then
hydrogen-saturated water would be delivered to the sense cell, triggering an
alarm condition. This condition appeared to occur on a number of occasions
when it seemed the power supply was unable to adequately charge the four
stripper cells. It was later determined that the circuit controlling the
charging rate for the stripper cells had malfunctioned. The circuit was
repaired, and correct operation of the power supply, control circuit and
hydrogen pump cells was subsequently demonstrated as part of this
refurbishment effort.
v
The second case, that of bubble migration, occurred on several occasions
when the four stripper cells appeared to be operating within normal
parameters. However, this became a nonissue when, after completing a
revisionto the Failure Mode and EffectsAnalysis (FM:EA) itwas determined
that su/ficientfaultdetectionhad already been incorporated into the system
and therefore a sense cellwas not required in the assembly. During the
refurbishment of the hydrogen phase separator, the sense cellwas removed
from the assembly.
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4.7 4-way Ball Valve Mechanical Contactor
Early in the test program at NASA/MSFC the LFSPE experienced a number
of shutdowns associated with improper hydrogen phase separator
performance and improper feed water bellows fill rates. After performing a
number of diagnostic tests it was determined that the mechanical contactor
driving the 4-way ball valve had been seriously pitted due to current levels
higher than the rating of the contacts. The contactor was subsequently
replaced with a unit having contacts rated at 6 amps, the in-rush current
rating of the valve. The valve performance was satisfactory throughout the
remainder of the test program.
Since the contactor rating was identical to the valve in-rush current,
additional margin on the contact rating was required to prevent a
reoccurrence of the previous failure. A contactor with a 10 amps rating was
installed and performed satisfactorily throughout the 743 hour test program.
4.8 Current ,Control Isolation Board
The current control isolation board failed to provide the correct signal to the
electrolysis power supplies while the system was set at the EMERGENCY
oxygen production level during the NASA/MSFC test program. As a result,
the board had to be modified during the test program to include a
potentiostat to fine tune the current level to the electrolysis cell stack. In
addition, it was believed that the current control signal may have been
drifting due to thermal variations within the power supply cabinet. However,
diagnostic testing of the circuit at the conclusion of the test program revealed
that the board had been assembled incorrectly and was therefore clamping
the control signal to a value lower than what was required to command the
power supplies at the EMERGENCY generation level. The error in the
control isolation board was corrected and the board reinstalled into the power
supply cabinet. The board functioned properly during the recently completed
test program.
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4.9 Cyclic & Variable Oxygen Generation
Changes to the requirements for the OGA for the ISSA dictate that operation
of the unit be limited to the daylight side of the orbit only and that the oxygen
production rate be variable. Hamilton Standard revised the control software
to allow the user to input light side/dark side time duration along with the
total oxygen production requirement on a per day basis. The inputs to the
control software can be made via the ModifyNiew Operation screen available
on the Command and Display Unit (CDU) or host system via the RS-232 port
and are described in detail in the Operations Manual. Based on these inputs
the system software calculates the oxygen generation rate required during
the system "on" times. During dark side operation, the system software
reduces the current to the module to a tricklevalue of I amp, sufficient to
maintain a charge on the electrolysis cells. The recirculating water pump,
feed water management and system instrumentation remain active during
this standby period. Full production resumes at the conclusion of the dark
period.
The SPE OGA control software allows the user to select a daily oxygen
production rate of 6.66 to 8.14 Ibm/day (7.40 Ibm/day ± 10%), LIGHT side
duration of 50 - 60 minutes, and DARK side duration of 40 - 30 minutes.
When transitioning from LIGHT to DARK, the current level to the
electrolysis cellstack instantaneously drops from its generation level to the
standby level of I amp. Once the duration of the DARK side has expired, the
current to the electrolysismodule begins to ramp up, increasing 5 amps every
5 seconds until the required current for the requested production level is
attained. Typically, the time to reach full output is on the order of 40
seconds. The ramping rate is limited to the performance of the differential
back pressure regulator controRing the hydrogen phase separator. Increasing
the current ramping rate resulted in excessive differential pressures across
the hydrophilic membranes in the phase separator. The high differential
pressures can be attributed to the fact that, while the hydrogen pressure
which provides the reference to the regulator returns to its full production
level in the manner of a few seconds, the water pressure typically lags
thereby causing the high differential pressure. If faster ramping rates are
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required for the space station,the regulator can be replaced with a unit
offering a faster response, the water volume on the hydrogen phase separator
can be reduced, or a combination of both can be implemented.
During the acceptance test program, the SPE OGA was operated at the
rn_nlmllm, nominal, and mR'_irnllrn daily oxygen production schedule and at
various LIGHT/DARK configurations. Gas production rates were verified
with a wet test meter. Detailed test results are included in the Master Test
Plan included in Appendix B of this report.
4.10 Nitrogen Interface Pressure
The original oxygen generation subsystem was designed to safely generate
oxygen at pressures up to 200 psia and hydrogen at pressures up to 160 psia.
Careful control of the generated gas pressures was maintained by a nitrogen
reference system operating approximately 20-30 psid above oxygen pressure
such that a pressure hierarchy of nitrogen over oxygen over hydrogen was
always maintained. With the electrolysis module operating at a maximum
temperature of 120°F, expanding the product gases to the pressure levels
originally specified for Space Station Freedom provided oxygen and hydrogen
at their required dew points. However, with the reduction of the nitrogen
interface to 100 psia maximum, the hardware and software for the pressure
control system had to be modified to reflect lower operating pressures.
The system hardware was modified to generate oxygen at near ambient
pressure fordeliverydirectlyto the crew cabin of the space station.Humidity
control of the oxygen is attained by incorporating a liquid-to-liquidheat
exchanger immediately upstream of the oxygen-water phase separator, and
the drop in gas pressure when exhausting oxygen from the phase separator to
the cabin. The heat exchanger was sized to operate from the vehicle 65°F
coolant loop. The nitrogen serves as a purge gas for the hydrogen circuit
during start-up and shutdown transients, and as a reference system
controllinghydrogen pressure to 25 psigm_r_mllm Operating the cellstack
at near ambient temperature, coupled with the slightlyelevated operating
pressure,maintains the hydrogen freeofany condensate.
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The system software was extensively modified to incorporate lower pressure
operation. Reference pressure measurements between nitrogen and oxygen
were eliminated, and those between nitrogen and hydrogen were replaced
with direct pressure readings. In addition, the redundancy required for
nitrogen control of the oxygen system was eliminated with the drop in oxygen
pressure to ambient. Control setpoints for nitrogen, as well as shutdown
levels associated with fluid over and under pressure, were revised to reflect
the decrease in nitrogen pressure. The hardware and software revisions to
the nitrogen reference system performed satisfactorily during the conduct of
the acceptance test program, demonstrating the capability of the refurbished
SPE OGA to operate from the 100 psia ISSA nitrogen interface.
4.11 System Descriution
The refurbished SPE Oxygen Generator Assembly has been designed to
safely produce oxygen and hydrogen gas from the electrolysis of water. The
oxygen gas is generated and delivered at ambient pressure directly to the
environment, while the hydrogen is generated at slightly elevated pressure
for possible delivery to a C02 reduction system. A schematic of the fluid
system is presented in Figure 4.11-1. The SPE OGA includes all valves,
regulators, sensors and other controls for safe operation of the system.
The cen stack is a liquidanode feed water electrolyzerconsistingof 18 SPE
water electrolysiscellsassembled in a bipolar arrangement between two
compression end plates. A simplifiedschematic of a liquidanode feed cellis
depicted in Figure 4.11-2. In the electrolysisprocess, liquidwater is fed to
the anode, or oxygen compartment, where it is electrolyzed to produce
gaseous oxygen, hydrogen ions,and electrons.The hydrogen ions,or protons,
are transported across the ion exchange membrane and the electronstravel
through the external electricalcircuitto the cathode. These protons are fully
hydrated and deliver water to the cathode side of the membrane. The
electronscombine with the protons to form gaseous hydrogen at the cathode.
Excess water is pumped through the anode compartment to remove heat
generated by the electrolysisprocess.
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FIGURE 4.11-1
SPE OXYGEN GENERATOR ASSEMBLY
FLUID SCHEMATIC
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Oxygen and hydrogen are generated at a stoichiometric ratio and at a rate
proportional to the cell current. In order to satisfy the nominal daily oxygen
requirement of 7.4 lbm/day with a light side/dark side duty cycle of
53 minutes on/37 minutes off, the SPE OGA will generate oxygen at an
instantaneous rate of 12.57 lbm/day. Control of the daily oxygen production
requirement, as well as the light side/dark side duty cycle, resides in the
system controller and can be accessed through the Modify/View Operation
screen of the Command & Display Unit. Additional control is also afforded to
the host computer via the RS-232 data bus as defined in the Operations
Manual.
The oxygen-water stream exiting the electrolysis cell stack enters a shell and
tube liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger (Item 554A) to reject waste heat from the
electrolysis reaction and to reduce the dew point of the oxygen gas. The heat
exchanger is designed to operate using 65°F water at a flow rate of 500 lbm/hr
as the coolant. Temperature sensors located at the inlet (Items 736-1 and
736-2) and exit (Items 762-1 and 762-2) of the heat exchanger monitor its
performance.
The two-phase stream enters the oxygen/water phase separator (Item 907) to
deliver water free oxygen to the oxygen delivery system while oxygen free
water is returned to the water recirculation loop. Figure 4.11-3 depicts the
components of the oxygen/water phase separator. The two-phase mixture is
separated in two stages: in the first stage are located six hydrophilic
membranes that allow water to wick through but, because of their high
bubble point, the membranes will not allow gas to flow through. The fluid
exiting the two-phase cavity is mostly gas with a small amount of water
carry-over. The fluid is directed to the second stage, or "polishing" section of
the separator. The polishing section contains a hydrophilic and hydrophobic
membrane, where the rems_ning water is returned to the water recirculation
loop. The oxygen gas is delivered to the oxygen delivery system through the
hydrophobic membrane. Because the hydrophobic membrane has a high
water intrusion pressure (an attribute similar to the bubble point of a
hydrophilic membrane), the oxygen gas is delivered free of any liquid water.
A differential pressure sensor (Item 709) monitors the performance of the
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FIGURE 4.11-3
OXYGEN PHASE SEPARATOR
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hydrophilic elements of the phase separator, and initiates a shutdown should
the pressure drop exceed a specified value (typically, less than half of the
membrane bubble point). The operating pressure of the water recirculation
loop is lower than the water intrusion pressure of the hydrophobic membrane
under all operating conditions. Water exiting the oxygen-water phase
separator is returned to the ele_rolysis cell stack by a gear pump driven by a
brushless DC motor (Item 463). Water flow to the module is monitored by a
flow switch (Item 745) located immediately upstream of the cell stack. The
flow switch will remove current to the module and initiate a system shutdown
should the water recirculation rate drop below a predetermined value.
A metal bellows accumulator (Item 606) which serves as a feed tank for the
electrolysis cell stack and an expansion volume for the water recirculation
loop during the system start-up transient is located immediately downstream
of the oxygen-water phase separator. As a feed tank, the metal bellows
stroke is minimal, operating between approximately 10 and 15 cubic inches of
volume. When the level in the tank fallsbelow 10 cubic inches, the feed
pump (Item 464) is activated until the tank attains a level of approximately
15 cubic inches at which point the feed pump is turned off. As an expansion
volume, again the stroke of the bellows is minimal, with typical expansion
values of 10 cubic inches of less. When the system is started the water
recirculation loop is devoid of all gas. However, as power is applied to the
electrolysis cell stack, the oxygen gas bubbles generated within the cell
cavities cause an expansion in the volume of the loop, resulting in an
expansion of the bellows tank. The bellows tank expansion continues until
the gas bubbles reach the oxygen phase separator, at which point the bellows
begins to recollapse to its normal operating range.
The oxygen gas produced in the SPE electrolyzer is free of hydrogen, with
purities of 99.5% or greater typicallymeasured. Since the SPE OGA has been
designed to operate with hydrogen pressure always greater than oxygen
pressure, redundant combustible gas sensors (Items 746-3 and 746-4) located
at the oxygen outlet interface constantly monitor the oxygen for hydrogen and
initiate a shutdown should the hydrogen level in the oxygen exceed 50% of
the lower explosive limit CLEL). A pressure sensor (Item 7061) initiates a
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shutdown should an obstructionoccur in the deliveryline,and a reliefvalve
(Item 126A) provides redundancy in the event ofa failedpressure sensor.
The hydrogen-water exitingthe cellstack ismostly hydrogen gas by volume
with a small amount ofliquidwater present from protonicpumping in the ion
exchange membrane. The hydrogen/water phase separator contains two
cavities,each containing a hydrophilic and hydrophobic membrane, and is
similarin design and operation to the polishing section of the oxygen/water
phase separator. Figure 4.1-1 depictsthe design of the hydrogen/water phase
separator. The hydrogen gas passes through the hydrophobic membrane to
the hydrogen valve manifold containing the pressure controlsystem, and the
water is delivered to the "stripper"section of the phase separator. The
strippersectioncontains four electrochemicalhydrogen pumps that remove
dissolved hydrogen from the water before it is returned to the water
recirculation loop. The electrochemical hydrogen pump uses an SPE
membrane and electrodeassembly similarto the electrolysismembrane and
electrodeassembly. The degassed water is subsequently deliveredto one of
two metal bellows accumulators (Items 605-1 and 605-2) afterdropping in
pressure through a negative bias back pressure regulator referenced to
hydrogen (Item 130). A differentialpressure sensor (Item 708) monitors the
performance ofthe hydrophilicelement ofthe phase separator and performs a
similar functionto itsoxygen phase separator counterpart. In addition,the
performance of the electrochemical hydrogen pumps is monitored by
individualvoltage and current sensors and initiatea shutdown of the system
should the values forthese parameters falloutsidepredetermined limits.
v
As stated previously,the water exitingfrom the separator is stored in one of
two metal bellows accumulators (Items 605-1 and 605-2). Two tanks, in
conjunction with the four-way ball valve (Item 003), are provided for fault
isolationin the event of a failureof the hydrogen phase separator that is
undetected by either the differentialpressure sensor or the stripper cell
voltage and current monitors. While water isbeing fed to one tank from the
phase separator the second tank is providingwater, as required,to the water
recirculationloop via the feed water pump (Item 464). Employing two tanks
in this manner ensures that hydrogen gas is not introduced into the system
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anode loop, where it would subsequently flow into the oxygen delivery
system. As an additional back-up, redundant combustible gas sensors in the
delivery system would detect hydrogen carry-over into the anode loop and
initiate a system shutdown.
Hydrogen pressure control is maintained by a differential back pressure
regulator referenced to nitrogen. Figure 4.11-4 shows the differential
pressure control band. The primary hydrogen regulator (Item 120) maintains
hydrogen operating pressure 25 psid below nitrogen. Hydrogen pressure
control is monitored by a pressure sensor (Item 749); shutdown of the
SPE OGA will occur if hydrogen pressure drifts above or below the normal
band of the primary regulator. Mechanical backup for both high and low
differential pressure is provided by the redundant differential back pressure
regulator (Item 127) and relief valve (Item 125), respectively. If the primary
regulator fails closed and either the hydrogen pressure sensor or controller
fails to detect it, the redundant back pressure regulator will open to ensure
nitrogen pressure is maintained above hydrogen. Conversely, should the
primary regulator fail open and either the system instrumentation or
controller fails to detect it, the nitrogen-hydrogen relief valve opens to
introduce nitrogen into the hydrogen circuit to ensure hydrogen pressure is
always maintained above oxygen pressure. A three-way solenoid valve (Item
005) at the regulator outlet directs flow to either the hydrogen outlet
interface during normal processing, or to the vent interface during shutdown
of the system.
As mentioned previously, nitrogen is used as a reference pressure for the
hydrogen pressure control system. The nitrogen is also used as a purge gas
during start-up and shutdown transient conditions: during start-up, the
nitrogen purges any air from the hydrogen lines and, during shutdown, it
purges hydrogen from the same lines. Nitrogen is introduced from the
facilitythrough a normally closed solenoid valve (Item 051A). A pressure
sensor (Item 7062) monitors the nitrogen pressure and controls the operation
of the solenoid valve. A nitrogen accumulator provides sufficient purge
volume to safely and effectively purge the hydrogen circuit during start-up
and shutdown. Purging of the hydrogen circuit is accomplished by removing
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power to the normally open solenoid valve (Item 053) located between the
hydrogen and nitrogen circuit.
Feed water is provided to the SPE OGA from the facilitythrough a normally
dosed solenoid valve (Item 081-1). Operation ofthis valve iscontrolled by the
water level in the two feed water metal bellows accumulators (Items 605-1
and 605-2) and the position of the four-way ballvalve between the two tanks
(Item 003). The feed water is polished with a deionizer bed (Item 295) to
ensure the water is free of any ionic contamination (cation and anion) that
would be detrimental to cell life. A conductivity sensor (Item 755) located
immediately downstream of the deionizer bed monitors water quality and
performance of the deionizer bed and initiatesa shutdown should the water
conductivity exceed a specifiedvalue.
A listing of the parts used in the SPE Oxygen Generator Assembly processing
package is included as Table 4.11-I.
4.12 System Operation
The SPE OGA is designed to accept control commands via the CDU or other
suitable device. The operating modes available for the system include
IMMEDIATE SHUTDOWN, OFF, ON, STANDBY, and MANUAL.
Additional information concerning these modes of operation is provided in the
Operations Manual.
Prior to starting the unit, the user should enter the oxygen production
requirement and the LIGHT/DARK side duty cycle from the Modify/View
Operation screen. If the OGA is to be operated in a cyclic manner, then the
user must also select PERIODIC oxygen delivery from the Assembly
Configuration screen. Once these tasks are completed, the user can then
access the Mode Select screen and selectthe ON mode. The system willthen
transition to the ON mode PURGE state. The water recirculation pump
(Item 463) is turned on, the nitrogen inlet solenoid valve (Item 051A) is
opened and power is applied to the electrochemical hydrogen pumps in the
hydrogen-water phase separator.
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ITEM
NUMBER I
003
005
051
051A
053
080-1
080A
081-1
081-2
081A
104-1
104-2
10,5-1
105-2
105-3
|
120
i
125
126A
127
130
163
167-1
thru -7
ITEM
D_ON
I
Ball,yalve_ @way
Solenoid valve,. 3.wa_,
Solenoid ,valve TN.C.
Solenoid valve r N.C.
Solenoidvalve_N.O.
Shut-off valve
Shut-off valve
Shut-off valve
Shut-off valve
SolenoidvalveTN.C.
SolenoidvalveTN.C.
Sample valve
Check valve
Check valve
Check valve
Check valve
Differential back prt,,smzre
, r%,ulat.m"
Relief valve
, Relief valve
Differential beck
regulator
Differential back prmmum
ref[ulator
Reliefvalve
Sample valve
HSD
PART
NUMBER
• I
SVSKl15470-2
SVSK120803-1
None
SVSIG20803-2
i
svsm_-s
SVSK115406-3
None
i
None
SVSK115466-2
SVSK115466-2
None
SVSK114347-1
SVSK114347-I
None
None
I
None
SVSK115351-3
i
SVSK115354-1
None
SVSK116351-4
SVSK115351-5
Norm
None
VENDOR
Flod_. e
Flodyne
Flodyne
S_nlle'l"
Flodyne
w_
whiter ,,
Nupro
Nupro
rlod_e
F! ._,yne,
Nu,m_o
Autoflow
Autoflow
Nupro
Num_
Nupro
Autoflow
Flodyne
Nupro
Antoflow
Nupro
W_tey
VENDOR
PART NUMBER
3,;4,5
2A3572S
2A1504S
i i i
71215SNIGN00NOHll 1P3
2A1505S
i
SS-14DKS4
ii i
SS-14DKS4
i i
SS-4P4T
II
SS-4P4T4
2J17
SS_LA
291900-1
291900-1
im
SS-CHS4-1/3
SSCH_
SS_-'_IS4-1/3
DR6104-514
2A260RL
m,
S_HS_
DR6104-516
DR6104--517
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ITEM
NUMBER
250
295
463
464
I
554A
606
611
7061
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
I II
l_Iter
i
Deionizerbed
Recirculationpump
Feed water pump
Heet exchanger
Metalbellowsaccumulator
Metal bellowsaccumulator
Metal bellowsaccumulator!
Nitre_en accumulator
Pressuresensor
708
HSD
PART
NLrMBER
SVSKI14340-1
SVSK116644-1
SVSK116585-1
SVSK116585-2
None
sVSmlSOSS-!
SVSK116033-,1
SVSK116035-1
None
None
SVSK117247-5
VENDOR
I
Nuoro
HSD
Mi'cr_ump
Micropump
Exergy
Wesmort Dev
WestportDev
Westport Dev
Whitey
Druck
Druck
VENDOR
PART NI.rM_ER
I
SS-4FW-15
i
SVSKI 16644-1
l
81492 025
E7585 059
i i
0O463
130118
130118
i
130119
316L-HDF4-500
PDCR130/W/C-052O
7062 Pressuresensor PDCRI30/W/C
7063 Pressuresensor None Druck PDCR130/W/C
i l i J
Sensotec Model 060SVSK117248.3
SVSKl17247-
10
SVSKII1142-2
709
Differential pressure
sensor
J
Differentialpressure
_rlsor
Temperature sensor
Temperature sensor
Flow switch
Combustiblegas sensor
736-1
736-2
i
745
746-1
b-W'SKll1142-2
Druck
RdF
PDCRI30/70WIJC
21637
RdF
None elector STNI2ABBE1/S
SVSKl15299.1
Combustiblegas sensor
Combustible gas sensor
SVSKl15299-1
None
General
Monitors
General
Monitors
General
Monitors
Kulite
746-3
746-4
749
Combustiblegas sensor
_ressllre 8@n_r
None
SVSK119328-1
21637
SCI00
SC100
10058-1
i
10058-1
IPTE_I-10OO-100D
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ITEM
NUMBER
755
762-1
762.2
812A
9O6
j,
9O7
9O8
ITEM
DESCRIPTION
Conductivity sensor
T_rature unsor
Tern,perature sensor
Flow restrictor
Electrolysis module
Oxygen phase separator
Hydrogen phase separator
HSD
PART
NUMBER
tl
SVSKlI8458-1
SVSKlll142-3
SVSKIIII42-3
None
i
SVSK116112-1
SVSKl16112-
lOl
SVSKlI6112-
102
VENDOR
Jl I
Sensor
Development
RdF
RdF
LeeCo.
HSD
HSD
HSD
VENDOR
PART NUMBER
CS1042-0.1-HS-SAE-HP
21628
|
21628
w, , i
VDLA4326565H
SVSK116112-1
SVSKl16112-101
i
SVSKII6112-102
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After successfully completing a purge of the hydrogen circuit, the nitrogen
purge valve, Item 053, is energized closed and the nitrogen reference system
begins to pressurize. Once the nitrogen pressure reaches 50 psia, the system
will transition from the PURGE state to the PROCESS-VENT state, where
current to the electrolysis cell stack is ramped to approximately 26 amps, the
current level required to produce oxygen on a continuous basis at the rate of
7.4 Ibm/day. Oxygen gas will be delivered to the oxygen outlet interface,
while a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen will be delivered to the hydrogen
vent interface. At this time the bellows control laws are active; should the
water level in the water recirculation loop metal bellows accumulator fall
below a predetermined value, the feed pump (Item 464) will be energized to
draw water from either of the two feed water bellows tanks. Feed water from
the facility is introduced whenever the level in the feed tank falls below a
preset level and the four-way ball valve is in a particular position. Detailed
information regarding the operation of the metals bellows accumulators and
associated hardware is available in the Process Controller Software
Requirements Specification.
Once the hydrogen circuit has been sufficiently purged of nitrogen, the
system enters the PROCESS state. Once in the PROCESS state, the current
to the electrolysis cell stack is set to a level based on the user inputs for
oxygen production and LIGHT/DARK side requirements. In addition, the
three-way solenoid valve (Item 005) switches the flow of hydrogen from the
vent interface to the outlet interface provided the user has selected
REDUCTION for hydrogen delivery (refer to the Operations Manual). The
system will remain in the PROCESS state until either the user changes
modes, or a system fault is detected. If PERIODIC oxygen delivery was
selected, the current to the electrolysiscellstack is reduced to a tricklevalue
of I amp once the LIGHT side of the simulated orbit has been completed. The
current remains at 1 amp for the duration of the DARK side, and is
sui_ciently high enough to maintain polarization of the electrolysiscellsand
to prevent decay in the hydrogen pressure. During the DARK side,the water
recirculation pump remains on, the bellows level control laws remain active,
and all system instrumentation continues to monitor system health. Once
the DARK side of the simulated orbit has been completed, the preset current
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level is restored to the electrolysis cell stack and full oxygen production
returns.
If the user had selected the STANDBY mode instead of the ON mode, the
SPE OGA would transition at the end of the PROCESS-VENT state to the
HOLD state rather than to the PROCESS state. The HOLD state places the
OGA in a configuration identical to that of the DARK side of the simulated
orbit; however, the system will remain in this state until either the user
changes modes or a system fault is detected.
Termination of the test can be accomplished during operation in any mode or
state within a mode by selecting either the IMMEDIATE SHUTDOWN mode
or the OFF mode. If the OFF mode is selected, the system transitions to the
RECIRC state. In the RECIRC state, power to all actuated components
within the system is removed with the exception of the recirculating water
pump. The pump remains on for an additional two minutes to purge the
recirculation loop of oxygen. With power removed from the remainder of the
actuated components, a nitrogen purge and corresponding depressurization of
the hydrogen circuit occurs. The IMMEDIATE SHUTDOWN mode removes
power to all actuated components, including the recirculating water pump,
and should therefore be used only in the event of an emergency shutdown.
A nitrogen purge and subsequent depressurization of the hydrogen circuit is
accomplished once power is removed from the purge valve, Item 053. Should
the purge valve fail to open during the shutdown, the emergency
depressurization valve (Item 051) is opened and, when the nitrogen-hydrogen
differential pressure exceeds 45 psid, the nitrogen-hydrogen relief valve
(Item 125) opens to purge and safely depressurize the hydrogen circuit.
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The refurbished SPE Oxygen Generator Assembly was subjected to an
acceptance test program as defined in the Master Test Plan contained in
Appendix B. The purpose of the acceptance testprogram was to verify the
effectiveness of the refurbishment by demonstrating elimination of
operational deficienciespresent in the orig/nalsystem, and operation of the
system at various oxygen generation rates and in a cyclicalmanner. After
successfullycompleting a thorough check-out test,including proof pressure
and leakage testing,anomaly verificationtestingand mode/state transition
testing,the unit operated for 743 hours, including 693 hours in the cyclic
mode of operation. With a simulated orbit of 90 minutes, the system
completed approximately 460 cyclesoflightside/dark side operation. Power
requirements of the differentcomponents in the system were recorded in
Appendix A of the testplan, and flow measurements at differentoperating
conditionswere made and recorded in Appendix B of the testplan. The gas
qualityofthe product gases was alsodetermined through standard laboratory
analyticaltechniques,with the resultsindicatingno cross contamination of
one gas with the other at the detection level of the instrument (see
Appendix C ofthe testplan). Specifictestresultsand findingsare detailedin
the followingsections.
5.1 ElectrolysisCellStock Performance
The electrolysismodule, consisting of 18 SPE electrolysiscells, was
assembled and successfullycompleted its check-out testsin January 1995.
The module was then placed in a separate test rig to conduct performance
testingas definedin the testplan. However, the average cellpotentialforthe
module at 90°F was 1.884 Vdc, over 100 mV higher than expected. Chemical
analyses of the effluentfrom the module, in conjunctionwith other analytical
techniques, revealed that the stack had been contaminated with a sodium
salt from the test rig. The contamination of the rig likelyoccurred while
moving the rig from the test facilityin Building 20B to the new facilityin
Building 2. A decisionwas made to disassemble the module and replace the
membrane and electrodeassemblies. The cellmechanical hardware, as well
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as the test rig, were cleaned and subjected to numerous rinses with flesh DI
water. In addition, a single cell was assembled and placed on test to verify
the cleanliness of the test rig. A new module was assembled and
subsequently placed on test. The average cell potential was 1.751 Vdc for the
100+ hour run, approximately 130 mV better than the initial build. Figure
5.1-1 displays the average cell potential for electrolysis module build-up #1
and #2.
Performance of the 18-cell stack operating in complete SPE OGA is
presented in Figure 5.1-2 as average cell potential versus OGA operating
time. Average cell potential is approximately 1.80 Vdc for the first 50 hours
of operation, where the OGA was producing 7.4 Ibm/day of oxygen on a
continual basis. Cyclic testing of the system began at approximately the 50
hour mark, with the cell stack producing the requisite amount of oxygen at a
60% duty cycle (54 minutes on / 36 minutes off). The average cell potential at
70°F varies between approximately 1.85 Vdc when the stack is at its required
load, to approximately 1.55 Vdc when the stack is at its standby level of 1
amp. At approximately the 120 hour mark, the oxygen requirement was
increased to 8.14 Ibm/day, decreased to 6.66 Ibm/day, increased to 8.14
Ibm/day, and finally returned to 7.4 Ibm/day. The oxygen and hydrogen flow
rates were measured and verified to be correct with a wet test meter as
described in the master test plan. At approximately the 140 hour mark, the
duty cycle was changed to 66% (60 minutes on / 30 minutes off) to verify
proper generation rates at an off design duty cycle. The duty cycle was
changed to 53 minutes on / 37 minutes off just prior to the 480 hour mark in
the test program when it was realized the space station orbit of 54 minutes
on / 36 minutes off was no longer vail&
The average cellperformance was stable throughout the entire test program.
In particular, when the deionizer bed was removed from the recirculating
water loop due to flow anomalies to be discussed in a later section, there was
no discernible difference in the average cellpotential
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The oxygen and hydrogen production rates are plotted in Figures 5.1-3 and
5.1-4,respectively,and are a measure ofthe instantaneous production rates
ofthe OGA_ For example, in order to provide the nominal dailyrequirement
of7.4 Ibm/day at a 60% duty cycle,the instantaneous oxygen production rate
would have to be 12.33 Ibm/day, as depicted in the plots. As stated earlier,
the oxygen and hydrogen flow rates were verifiedcorrectat the minimum,
nominal and m_x'imum oxygen requirement.
Current to the electrolysiscellstack ispresented as Figure 5.1-5. The plot of
current vs. time mimics those of the gas production rates sincethe latterare
a directfunction of the former. The standby currentlevelforthe system from
hour mark 50 to 145 was 2 amps; however, thislevelwas reduced to I amp
when testing revealed the electrolysispower supplies could be adequately
controlledat such a low current level.
5.2 Recirculating Water Loop P.erformance
One of the key reasons for refurbishing the LFSPE oxygen generation
subsystem was itsinabilityto adequately prime during system start-up.The
originalsystem employed a water purging technique at system start-up in
order to purge the loop ofoxygen that had come out of solutionduring system
depressurization. However, the purge typicallylasted 30 minutes or longer
and was only about 50% effectivein priming ofthe recirculationwater pump.
The refurbished SPE OGA eliminated this pump priming problem by:
reducing the loop operating pressure; maintaining the pump inlet above
ambient pressure during all aspects of system operation; and, repackaging
the system to rn_nirnizepotential l-g gas traps. As part ofthe acceptance test
program, the SPE OGA was subjected to a number of powered and
unpowered shutdowns to determine the effectivenessof the system changes
to allow proper operation of the recirculationpump during system start-up.
ARer each system shutdown and restart,the pump was able to prime and
begin recirculating water through the system in only a matter of a few
seconds.
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Additional changes to the recirculating water loop included modifying the
bellows accumulator level sensor, incorporating a liquid to liquid heat
exchanger, and replacing the pressure sensor used to calculate a water flow
rate with a thermal flow switch. The bellows accumulator level sensor was
modified from seven discrete switch points to an analog device, allowing the
controller and the operator to know more accurately the level within the
accum_ator at all times. The liquid to liquid heat exchanger, as mentioned
earlier, maintains the correct operating temperature of the recirculating
water loop even with all 18 cellsoperating at a cellpotential of 2.5 Vdc. The
flow switch monitors the flow rate to the module, and initiates a system
shutdown ifa low flow condition occurs.
During the first half of the test program the flow switch registered a number
of low water flow conditions, sometimes resulting in a shutdown of the
system. A low flow shutdown is triggered by the system controller if the
recirculating water flow rate is below the flow switch setpoint for 10 seconds.
The calibration of the flow switch was checked a number of times and was
found to be correct on all occasions. The speed of the motor, and hence the
water flow rate, was increased incrementally from 0.48 GPM to 0.60 GPM to
determine if higher flow rates would prevent the shutdown from occurring.
However, a number of low flow conditions were recorded after the pump
speed was set at the 0.60 GPM setting.
A number of actions were taken with respect to the recirculation water loop
hardware in an attempt to resolve the low flow condition. At the 190 hour
mark, the deionizer bed was removed from the recirculation loop. The bed
was removed since,due to itshigh pressure drop, itwas a source for dissolved
oxygen to come out of solution and, because of its geometry, it acted as a 1-g
gas trap. The theory was that the gas bubbles which collected in the bed
housing would cause channeling in the resin bed, resulting in even higher
pressure drops. Eventually, sufficientgas would collectin the bed housing to
cause the pump to stall.Or, the bubbles would escape the bed and migrate to
the flow switch, causing it to trigger a loss offlow condition. The system was
returned to test;however, the occasional low flow condition persisted.
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At the 215 hour mark, the oxygen phase separator was rotated 90° since,
afterfurther reviewing the package assembly, itwas deemed to act as a 1-g
gas trap. Figure 5.2-1 depicts the orientationof the phase separator before
and after the rotation. As the oxygen-saturated water flows through the
hydrophilic membrane of the phase separator assembly, some of the oxygen
comes out of solution as tiny gas bubbles. The originalorientationof the
phase separator had the water outlets at the 3 and 9 o'clockpositions,
allowing the bubbles to coalesce and collectin the top half of the water
cavitiesof the assembly. Changes in the operating pressure or temperature
ofthe phase separator assembly could cause the gas bubble at the top ofthese
cavities to expand, resulting in a substantial quantity of gas becoming
entrained in the water outlet ports. The gas would flow to the bellows
accumulator and finallyto the pump inlet,resulting in cavitation of the
pump. Hence, the phase separator assembly was rotated 90° such that the
water outletswere at the 6 and 12 o'clockpositions.In thismanner, oxygen
bubbles evolving from solutionwould be swept out of the water cavity in a
more uniform manner, rather than as potentialslugs ofgas. The system was
returned to test,but stilloccasionallow flow conditionsoccurred.
At approximately the 265 hour mark, the OGA was shutdown, and the
followingactions were undertaken to determine the cause forthe occasional
low flow condition:
A stripchart recorder was installedto monitor the output signalfrom
the flow sensor, and the input signals to the two motor controllers
that drive the brushless DC motors on the recirculatingwater pump
and the feed water pump.
A rotameter was installedat the pump outletto visuallymonitor the
flow rate ofthe recirculatingwater loop. The rotameter was installed
in the loop using 3/8" O.D. PFA tubing.
The 3/8"O.D. stainlesssteeltubing connecting the water output from
the phase separator to the bellows accumulator inlet,and that
connecting the bellows accumulator outlettothe pump inletwere
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replaced with translucentPFA tubing. A video camera was installed
in the test facilityto monitor the water quality exiting the phase
separator-enteringthe bellows accumulator and exitingthe bellows
accumulator-entering the pump inlet.
The system was returned to test and, as expected, itwas observed that the
oxygen phase separator water outletoccasionallyreleased a stream of small
gas bubbles into the water outlet. However, it was also observed that the
bubbles entering the bellows accumulator tended to coalesce,resulting in
larger bubbles exiting the accumulator and entering the pump inlet. A
review of the bellows accumulator geometry revealed that the port
connections of the tank were below the dome of the accumulator such that it
became a 1-ggas trap.
On the morning of May 23, at the 322 hour mark, a low flow condition was
registeredon the stripchart recorder. The duration ofthe low flow condition
was approximately 8 seconds, 2 seconds short of triggering an alarm
condition. A review ofthe video tape revealed that a fairlylarge stream of
bubbles exited the phase separator and were deposited into the bellows
accumulator. A second stream of bubbles emerged from the separator and
entered the accumulator, followedby a large stream exitingthe accumulator.
The pump immediately became gas bound and the flow of water ceased. A
large bubble was trapped directlyat the pump inletand at the exit of the
bellows accumulator. During the 8 second period, the pump was able to
"consume" the bubble, and flowwas reestablished.
_J
In order to prevent the bellows accumulator from behaving as a 1-g gas trap,
the plumbing to it was modified such that the flow of water went directly
from the phase separator outlet to the pump inlet,with the bellows
accumulator connected tothe recirculatingwater pump on the run of a union
tee. In thismanner the bellows stillfunctionsas an expansion volume during
cellstack current changes and as a batch feed tank for the electrolysis
process. The system was run forapproximately 144 hours without indication
of a loss of flow condition. At approximately the 475 hour mark, the PFA
tubing was replaced with stainless steel tubing, and the rotameter was
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removed from the recirculating water loop. The SPE OGA continued to
operate without a loss of flow condition during the remaining 270 hours of the
test program.
Pressure drop across the hydrophilic element of the oxygen phase separator is
presented in Figure 5.2-2. The different events that led to changes in the
pressure drop are depicted in the te_ boxes on the graphs. The c_hange that
is of most interest, however, is shortly after the rotameter was removed from
the system and the PFA tubing was replaced with stainless steel, at the
475 hour mark. When testing was resumed, it was observed that the
pressure drop across the hydrophilic element experienced a number of
transients, as did the pressure at the cell stack outlet (see Figure 5.2-3).
Although the pressure drop was significantly lower than the 36 psid bubble
point of the hydrophilic membrane, it was a phenomenon that had not been
observed before and therefore required investigation.
While reviewing the test data, it was determined that most of the transient
conditions occurred shortly after the feed pump completed introducing water
into the recirculation loop. Since the majority of the recirculation water loop
resistance is downstream of the feed pump, introduction of an additional
volume of water into the loop results in a pressure rise that is eventually
dampened once the additional water volume passes through the separator
and the normal flow/pressureregime isre-established.The transientwas not
observed when the rotameter and PFA tubing were in the loop since the
volume of water introduced was a smaller percentage of the loop volume
upstream of the phase separator. This additionalloop volume dampened the
pressure transientto essentiallyzero at the phase separatorinlet.In order to
reduce the spike of the transient,the feed pump outletwas relocated from
immediately upstream of the electrolysis cell stack to immediately
downstream of the recirculationpump outlet at the 670 hour mark. In
addition, the volume of water introduced by the feed pump was reduced.
These two events helped to reduce the frequency and amplitude of the
transientconditions.Overall,the performance of the oxygen phase separator
was satisfactorythrough the duration ofthe testprogram.
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5.3 Hydrogen Phase Senarator Performance
As stated earlier,the hydrogen phase separator was revised to include two
hydrophilic-hydrophobic cavitiesrather than a single hydrophilic element,
and to eliminate the hydrogen sense cellwhose function had been essentially
bypassed during the 1990 testprogram. The performance ofthe hydrophilic-
hydrophobic portion of the refurbished phase separator was satisfactory
during the conduct of this test program. The pressure drop across the
hydrophilic element is presented as Figure 5.3-1. This separator also
experiences transients in hydrophilic membrane differentialpressure;
however, these transients occur when the system is transitioningfrom the
dark side of the orbitto the lightside. When the current to the electrolysis
cellstack begins to increase,the hydrogen gas which serves as the reference
pressure for the differentialback pressure regulator increases in pressure
more rapidly than the water at the inletof the regulator. As a result,the
differentialpressure measured across the hydrophilic element climbs and
remains high until the water pressure can catch up. The length of the
transient condition is typicallyless than 30 seconds, and the differential
pressure never exceeds the 36 psid bubble pressure of the hydrophilic
membrane. The data plotsonly show pressure transientscentered about the
60 hour mark and the 440 hour mark due to the factthe data islogged todisk
only once every 5 minutes, and the duration of the transition is only
approximately 30 seconds foreach 90 minute cycle.
The electrochemicalhydrogen pump performance was satisfactorythroughout
the duration ofthe program. However, the circuitwhich controlscurrent to
the cellsexperienced some problems. Since the electrochemical hydrogen
pump cellsbehave as large capacitors,a specialcircuithad been designed to
control the current to the cells. However, the circuit frequently
malfunctioned, resultingin the cellseithernot charging at allor charging too
rapidly. If the cellstriedto charge too rapidly,the power supply would go
intocurrent limitmode by reducing the voltageto the load. The problem was
latertraced to an electricalcontactorthat was in the process of burning out
and finallyfailedclosed,resultingin damage to the components in the control
circuit.An analysis ofthe circuitrevealed that the power supply sense line
.r
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connected to the positive terminal of the electrochemical hydrogen pump cells
provided a current path from the charged cells back to the power supply once
power was removed from the supply. With voltage present at the contacts of
the electrical contactor while the relay was switched, significant arcing
occurred resulting in the contacter ultimately failing closed. The circuit was
rewired to connect the power supply positive sense line directly to the power
supp!y output line ra_her than the positive termin_ of the hydrogen pump
cells, thereby eliminating the current path back to the power supply.
Corrections to the power supply control circuit were completed at the 265
hour mark, with satisfactory performance for the remainder of the test
program. The average hydrogen pump cell potential and total cell current
are presented in Figures 5.3-2 and 5.3-3, respectively. The cell potential is
maintained at approximately 1 Vdc by the power supply; the total current
typically varies between 0.25 amps for the standby level, and 0.50 amps for
full production. Occasional spikes in the current are attributed to the in-rush
current associated with charging completely discharged pump cells.
The hydrogen generation pressure is presented in Figure 5.3-4. The
hydrogen pressure varies as a function of the generation rate due to the
pressure drop across the Item 104-1 check valve, and the error associated
with the Item 120 back pressure regulator. At approximately the 265 hour
mark, the Item 053 purge valve experienced a shorted coil, resulting in a
system shutdown and depressurization. The valve was removed and
returned to the vendor to replace the coil and to add a heat sink to the valve
housing to reduce the coil operating temperature. While the valve was being
repaired, a spare valve was installed in its place and connected to the system
plumbing with Teflon hoses. During this time period, the nitrogen inlet valve
began cycling because the system nitrogen pressure was decaying. Since the
regulator controlling hydrogen pressure is referenced to nitrogen, as the
nitrogen pressure dropped the hydrogen pressure followed. In order to
prevent the system from experiencing a shutdown due to low hydrogen
pressure, the setpoint which controls the opening of the facility nitrogen valve
was increased. The Item 053 valve was re-installed into the system at the
375 hour mark; performance of the nitrogen-reference hydrogen pressure
control system was satisfactory for the remainder of the test program.
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The redundant bellows accumulators (Items 605-I and -2)manage the feed
water from the facilityas well as the protonicallypumped water from the
hydrogen phase separator. In addition,as outlinedin the system description
section,the fillrates and absolute volume of each tank serve as a method of
diagnosing the health ofthe hydrogen phase separator assembly. During the
first475 hours of operation, the control laws governing operation of these
dual accumulators were varied a number of times to try to match actual
system performance. The variables that were adjusted included the factor
used to calculatethe proton water flow rate;the tolerancefor the calculated
fillrate versus the measured fillrate;the setpointsforintroducingfeed water
into the tanks from the facility;and the maximum volume for each of the
tanks. The firsttwo variableswere the most difficulto establish since the
levelsensors forthe bellows accumulators, although they provide an analog
output signal, take approximately 1 ins step changes in their volume
readings. During thistime, the system experienced a few shutdowns due to
improper fillingof the bellows accumulators. The finalcontrol laws were
implemented at the 475 hour mark; the operation of the bellows tanks was
flawlessforthe remainder ofthe testprogram. Total water volume managed
by the dual accumulators ispresented in Figure 5.4-I.
5.5 Electronic.Test Data
The software for the Command & Display Unit (CDU) was created to record
data both on a line printer and to disk. When recording data to disk, the
CDU writes the data to a bufferat the rate of once per second such that,in
the event of a system failure,the CDU willrecord data for the 30 seconds
preceding the event. The data from disk can be imported into a spreadsheet
program for data manipulation and the generation of trend plots similar to
those presented in this report.
During the conduct ofthistestprogram, data was recorded at the rate ofonce
per minute to the line printer,and once every 5 minutes to the disk during
normal operation. Rather than producing photocopies ofthe lineprinter
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data, a set of 8 floppy disks containing the electronic data is being provided
as part of this report. The data has been compressed and is stored in self-
extracting archives. The self-extracting archives will work with any
Macintosh computer model except the 128K and 512K. The extracting
computer must be running System File 3.2 or higher, and it must have 313K
bytes of free memory available. The files were created using Microsoft Excel
4.0, and compressed using Compact PrG, on a Macintosh II computer
operating with System Software 7.0.1.
The data files have been manipulated into two categories: total data and
process data. Total data represents allthe test data, including data recorded
in the PURGE, PROCESS-VENT, PROCESS, and FAILURE states. The
process data filesonly contain data while the system was in the PROCESS
state; this data was used in the generation of the trend plots presented in this
report. The total data was useful for troubleshooting; however, since it
contains all the test data, these data filescan be cumbersome to work with.
6.0 FIELD SUPPORT
Hamilton Standard will verify proper installation of the SPE OGA into the
NASA/MSFC test bed and will provide on-site support during the test
program. This support will be provided primarily by Hamilton Standard
personnel resident in Building 4755. In addition, Hamilton Standard
personnel based in Windsor Locks, Connecticut, willbe available as necessary
to provide test support.
7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The effort to refurbish the SPE Oxygen Generator Assembly has been
extremely successful. The system has been revised to eliminate the
operational deficiencies present in the original unit, and has successfully
implemented other design changes to allow variable, cyclicoxygen generation
in order to satisfy the new mission requirements for the ISSA. In particular,
the SPE electrolyzer,oxygen/water and hydrogen/water phase separators, the
three key elements of the SPE OGA, have demonstrated their unique ability
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to perform over a wide range of variable operating conditions, and to adjust to
those conditions rapidly. Transitions from the light side of the orbit to the
dark are made instantaneously, while the reverse direction takes
approximately 40 seconds and appears to be only limited by the performance
of the back pressure regulator controlling the hydrogen phase separator.
During this acceptance test program, the SPE OGA completed approximately
460 cycles simulating the space station orbit, demonstrating flawless
performance of these technology items.
Since the goal of this effort was to develop a reliable, robust system that
successfully demonstrated the viability and flexibility of the SPE OGA to
meet the ISSA requirements, this technology demonstration system did not
address other key issues such as weight, volume, or total system power
requirements. The progression of the SPE OGA to a flight design could
possibly include:
1) Reducing the weight of the cell stack and phase separator
compression system, possibly through the use of composite end
plates.
2) Reducing the weight of the nitrogen-hydrogen gas management
system by eliminating the valve manifold and incorporating an all-
welded tube assembly.
3) Reducing the power of ancillary equipment by using latching valve
assemblies rather than solenoid valves, and eliminating the feed
pump" by resizing and redesigning the feed water bellows
accumulators.
4) Fine tuning of the pressure control system for the hydrogen phase
separator if the present transition rate from dark to light
(approximately 40 seconds) is too long.
The refurbished SPE Oxygen Generator Assembly could serve as a test
vehicle for evaluation of these and other design concepts that would allow for
the steady development of a flight system.
7O
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MASTER TEST PLAN
FOR
BASELINE TESTING
OFTHE
LFSPE OXYGEN GENERATING ASSEMBLY (OGA)
CONTRACT NO. NAS8-38250-23
SEPTEMBER 1994
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1.0 OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this Master Test Plan is to define a series of tests to be
performed on the LFSPE OGA prior to refurbishment of the unit. The OGA
has been returned to Hamilton Standard to correctoperational deficiencies
identifiedduring fieldtestingofthe unit,and to effecthardware and software
changes to the system in order for it to be consistentwith the most recent
requirements for the InternationalSpace Station Alpha (ISSA). The teststo
be conducted on the unitincludereestablishingan operationalbaselineofkey
system components, in particularthe electrolysiscellstack,the oxygen and
hydrogen phase separator,and the fan/heat exchanger assembly. The data
from this test program willbe compared to that generated during the last
baseline testconducted at NASA/MSFC in Building 4755 in December 1990.
2.0 TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION
The test articleconsistsof a complete liquid anode feed water electrolysis
system including a 12-cellSPE ® water electrolyzer,water/oxygen phase
separator and hydrogen/water phase separator,and a DC power supply cart
with interconnecting cables. The package layout is defined in Hamilton
Standard drawing number SVSK116600 Rev. A. Installationof the system
into the facilitywillbe in accordance with the InterfaceControl Document,
TDH-ICD/99 Rev. E.
3.0 TEST PLAN
This section defines the tests to be performed on the LFSPE OGA once
installationinto the facilityis complete. At the conclusionof each phase of
the testprogram the testconductor and a separate reviewer willverify,by
signature,that the testswere conducted in accordance with the testplan and
the resultsrecorded in the testplan were actual measurements. No other
review ofthis testprogram isplanned or anticipated.
3.1 Veri_ InstallatiCn
Prior to operation ofthe unit,proper installationintothe testfacilitymust be
verified.For purposes of thistestprogram, oxygen willbe allowed to vent to
the facilitythrough the oxygen vent interface;hydrogen willbe vented to the
facilityventilationsystem through the hydrogen vent interface;DI water will
be supplied by the facilityDI water system; nitrogenwillbe supplied by the
facilitynitrogen farm; electricalpower willbe suppliedby Rig 216 forthe 115
Vac, 60 Hz 3 phase power, and 28 Vdc power willbe supplied by a separate
power supply.
Once installationinto the facilityis completed, the Command and Display
Unit (CDU) software willbe loaded into an IBM personal computer which
willserve as the CDU. A harness linking the ElectricalInterfaceBox (EIB)
_=_
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to the CDU will be installed, and a line printer to record system performance
data will be connected to the computer.
Conducted by: __,, _ ._/J_]¢_. •. T
3.2 Verify Software Set_oints
After verifyinginstallationof the LFSPE OGA into the testfacility,the unit
can now be energized. Electricalpower isprovided to the system by turning
the 115 Vac and 28 Vdc circuitbreakers (CBI and CB3, respectively)located
at the top ofthe EIB to the "ON" position. Initiatethe CDU program and
verifythe system status is in the OFF mode, OFF state,NORMAL status.
Select the VIEW OPERATION screen by depressing the F6 key. Verify the
values forthe setpoints by comparing to the StaticParameters State Table
(SYS-15) of the Software Requirements Specificationfor the LFSPE OGA,
TDH-SRS/99 Rev. F (red-lined).A copy of the tableisincluded forreference.
Record and resolve any discrepanciesbetween the values in the table and
those displayedon the screen.
0" d
3.3 Verify Manual Mode
While in the OFF mode, OFF state,and with the system status NORMAL,
selectthe MODE SELECTION screen by depressing the F3 key. Selectthe
MANUAL mode. Depress the F5 key to selectMANUAL OPERATION, and,
at the prompt, enter the appropriate password to access the table. Actuate,
in order and singularly,the components listedin the table. Deactivate each
component upon verificationof its proper operation, and record the test
results on the hard copy of the MANUAL OPERATION screen included in
this test plan. Record and resolve any problems encountered during
actuation of any component. Some components may not be actuated in the
MANUAL mode should the controllaws governing their operation not be
satisfied. Refer to the MANUAL MODE DEFINITION section of the SRS
(SYS-21) foradditionalinformation.
Verifiedby:. ,.,,,/9
/
3.4
A performance test of the LFSPE OGA will be conducted to establish a
baseline forthe electrolysiscellstack,the water/orlgen and hydrogen/water
phase separators,and heat rejectionrequirements forthe recirculatingwater
loop. In addition, the test will verify the integrity of the system
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MANUAL MODE DEFINITION
TDH-SRSI99
Rev. F
!
SYSTEM: LFSPE
COMMENTS: PAGE 1 OF 2
(I) Power supply and power supply current are not allowed to be activated in
the MANUAL mode; specifically PWR785, CNTLT85, PS796 and PS797. All other
aevices can be altered manually.
(2) The reclrculatlng water pump, PMP463, and the feed water pump, PMP464, may
be turned ON/OFF in the MANUAL mode. However, the following rules apply:
(a) If PMP464 - "ON" then:
PMP463 . "ON"
CNTL464 , "LOWPMP"
CNTL463 . "RECIRC"
V081-2 , "OPEN"
(b) If PMP464 - "OFF" then CNTL464 - 0.0 and V081-2 - "CLOSED'.
(c) If PMP463 - "ON" then CNTL463 . "RECIRC"
(d) If the operator commands PMP463 m "OFF', the operator must manually
set PMP464 . "OFF" first. If PMP464 . "OFF', then set CNTL464 . 0.0
and V081-2 - "CLOSED'; If PMP463- "OFF" then CNTL463 . 0.0.
(e) While any of LEV606-4 thru-7 - "ON', then operator commands for
PMP464 should be overridden by PMP464 - "OFF', CXTL464 should be set
to 0.0 and V08I-2 . "CLOSED'.
(3) Upon entering the MANUAL mode, if VO03 position Is unknown due to a cold
software start (the last known position of the valve Is lost from memory),
then PMP464 - "OFF', CNTL464 - O.O, V081-2 - "CLOSED" and V081-1 . "OPEN'.
(a) If LEV605-1 increases by 0.5 cubic lnches, cet VO03 posltlon to
FILL2/DRAIN1 and all associated variables to FILLZ/DRAIN1, and command
V081-1 - "CLOSED'.
(b) If LEV605-2 increases by 0.5 cublc inches, set VO03 posltion to
FILL1/DRAIN2 and all associated variables to FILL1/DRAIN2, and command
V081-1 . "CLOSED'.
I
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MANUAL MODE DEFINITION
TDN-SRS/99
Rev. F
SYSTEM: LFSPE
COMMENTS: PAGE Z OF 2
I
(4) The feed water lnlet solenotd valve, VO81-l, may be OPEN/CLOSED tn the
MANUAL mo_e. However, the following rules apply to prevent over extension
of the feed water bellows accumulators, Items 605-1 and 605-Z.
After the position of YO03 is determined:
(a) If VO03 . "FILLI/DRAINZ" and
(i) If LEV605-Z < - "LOWI.EV" then
command V081-1 = "OPEN"
(ii) If LEg605-2 > = "MEDLEY" then
command Y081-1 = "CLOSED"
(b) If VO03 = "FILL2/DRAINI" and
(t) If LEV605-1 < = "LOW1.EV" then
command V081-1 - "OPEN"
(tl) If LEV6O5-1 > - "NEDLEV" then
COlmW_ndV081-1 = "CLOSED"
(5) The water purglng valves, V081-3 and V081-4, may be OPEN/CLOSED tn the
MANUAL mode. However, the following rules apply:
(a) If V081-3 = "OPEN', set V081-4 = "OPEN'.
(b) If the operator commands V081-4 - "CLOSED', the operator must manually
set Y081-3 = "CLOSED" first.
(6) The nitrogen lnlet valve, V051-2, and the systm nttrogen purge valve,
V053, may be OPEN/CLOSED In the MANUAl. mode. However, the following rule
applies to prevent pressurizing the system:
(a) If P706-2 > - "ANBPRES5" psla, then set Y053 = "OPEN'.
D
,A-8
loop. In addition, the test will verify the integrity of the system
instrumentation and allactuated components priorto system refurbishment.
Any malfunctioning component willbe identifiedand repaired or replaced as
necessary.
During the baselinetest,a lineprinterwillbe connected to the CDU to record
key operational data such as electrolysiscellpotentials,phase separator
membrane pressure drop and cellstack temperature rise. The data willbe
used, in part, as a baseline to determine the effectivenessof the system
refurbisl-maent.
Initiatebaselinetestingof the system by accessing the MODE SELECTION
screen (depress the F3 key) and selecting the ON mode. The system will
transition from the OFF mode OFF state to the ON mode PURGE state.
Refer to the SRS to verifyproper sequencing ofcomponents within the system
during the PURGE state. Record any discrepancies observed while in the
PURGE state,particularlyoperationofthe recirculationpump, Item 463, and
the recirculationloop bellows accumulator, Item 606. Operation of these two
components to effectivelypurge the recirculationloop of gas during start-up
was ineffectiveduring testingofthe unit at NASA/MSFC.
After satisfyingthe requirements of the PURGE state, the system will
transitiontothe PROCESS-VENT state. At thispoint,the electrolysispower
supplies are activated and DC power is supplied to the cell stack.
Pressurization of the oxygen and hydrogen circuitsin the system coincides
with gas generation. Record any discrepancies observed while in the
PROCESS-VENT state,particularlythe quality of the hydrogen vent line.
During testingof the unit at NASA/MSFC, a significantquantity of water
was present in the delivery line at low hydrogen operating pressures.
Monitor cell potentials and pressure differentialsacross both phase
separators once gas generation has begun.
Once the requirements of the PROCESS-VENT state are satisfied, the system
will transition to the PROCESS state. Since the 3-way solenoid valves that
redirect the flow of the product gases from the VENT interface to the
OUTLET interface failed during testing in the field, there is no change in the
system status when going from these two states. Once in the PROCESS
state, select the CONFIGURATION CONTROL screen by depressing the F4
key and select the EMERGENCY setting. Verify the current to the
electrolysis cell stack increases from 60 amps to 79 amps. Return to the
CONFIGURATION CONTROL screen, and return the system setting to
NORMAL. Operate the unit at both the NORMAL and EMERGENCY
settings for sufficient time to observe any trends in performance of key
system components, such as cell potentials and phase separator membrane
pressure drop. Continue to record test data on the line printer for the
duration ofthe baseline testprogram.
Conducted by: _ _TA
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The purpose of this Master Test Plan is to define a seriesof tests to be
performed on the refurbished SPE Oxygen Generator Assembly (OGA). The
SPE OGA has been refurbished to correctoperationaldeficienciesidentified
during fieldtesting of the unit,and to effecthardware and software changes
to the system in order for it to be consistent with the most recent
requirements for the International Space Station Alpha (ISSA). The test
program defined in this document willverifythe integrityof the subsystem
hardware and soRware and willtestthe effectivenessofthe refurbishment.
2.0 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
The following documents for part of this document to the extent specified
herein. Ifno documentation revisionletteris shown, the latestrevisionwill
apply.
SVHSER16748 Software Requirements Specificationfor the
SPE OGA Command & Display Unit
SVHSERI6750 Software Requirements Specificationforthe
SPE OGA Process Controller
3.0 TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION
The SPE OGA, shown schematically in Figure 2.0-1,safelygenerates oxygen
and hydrogen gas from the electrolysisof water. The oxygen gas isgenerated
and delivered at ambient pressure directlyto the environment, while the
hydrogen isgenerated at slightlyelevated pressure forpossibledeliveryto a
CO2 reductionsysten_ The SPE OGA includes allvalves,regulators,sensors
and other controlsfor safeoperationofthe system.
\
The cellstack is a liquid anode feed water electrolyzerconsistingof 18 SPE
water electrolysiscellsassembled in a bipolar arrangement between two
compression end plates. In the electrolysisprocess,liquidwater is fed to the
S-4
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deionizer bed to ensure the water is free of any ionic contamination (cation
and _.mion) that would be detrimental to cell life. A conductivity sensor
located immediately downstream of the deionizer bed monitors water quality
and performance of the deionizer bed. Water flow to the module is monitored
by a flow switch located immediately upstream of the cell stack.
The oxygen gas produced in the SPE electrolyzer is flee of hydrogen, with
purities of 99.5% or greater typically measured. Since the SPE OGA has been
designed to operate with hydrogen pressure always ffreater than oxygen
pressure, redundant combustible gas sensors located at the oxygen outlet
interface constantly monitor the oxygen for hydrogen. A pressure sensor
initiates a shutdown should an obstruction occur in the delivery line, and a
reliefvalve providesredundancy in the event of a failedpressure sensor.
F
The hydrogen-water exitingthe cellstack ismostly hydrogen gas by volume
with a small amount ofliquidwater present from protonicpumping in the ion
exchange membrane. The hydrogen/water phase separator employs two
cavities,each containing a hydrophilic and hydrophobic membrane, and is
similarin design and operation to the polishingsectionofthe oxygen/water
phase separator. The hydrogen gas passes through the hydrophobic
membranes to the hydrogen valve manifold containing the pressure control
system, and the water is delivered to the "stripper"section of the phase
separator. The stripper section contains four electrochemical hydrogen
pumps that remove dissolvedhydrogen from the water beforeitisreturned to
the water recirculationloop. The electrochemicalhydrogen pump uses an
SPE membrane and electrodeassembly similartothe electrolysismembrane
and electrodeassembly. The degassed water issubsequently deliveredto one
of two metal bellows accumulators after dropping in pressure through a
negativebiasback pressure regulatorreferencedtohydrogen.
As stated previously,the water exitingfrom the separatorisstored in one of
two metal bellows accumulators. Two tanks, in conjunction with the four-
way ballvalve,are provided forfaultisolationin the event ofa failureof the
hydrogen phase separator that is undetected by either the differential
pressure sensor or the stripper cellvoltage and current monitors. While
[3-7
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water is being fed to one tank from the phase separator the second tank is
providing water, as required, to the water recirculation loop via the feed
water pump. Employing two tanks in this manner ensures that hydrogen gas
is not introduced into the system anode loop, where it would subsequently
flow into the oxygen delivery system. As an additional back-up, redtmdant
combustible gas sensors in the delivery system would detect hydrogen carry-
over into the anode loop and initiate a system shutdown.
(
Hydrogen pressure control is maintained by a differential back pressure
regulator referenced to nitrogen. The primary hydrogen regulator maintains
hydrogen generation pressure 25 psid below nitrogen. Hydrogen pressure
control is monitored by a pressure sensor;, shutdown of the SPE OGA will
occur if hydrogen pressure drifts above or below the normal band of the
primary regulator. Mechanical backup for beth low and high differential
pressure is provided by the redundant differential back pressure regulator
and relief valve, respectively. If the primary regulator fails closed and either
the pressure sensor or controller fails to detect it, the redundant back
pressure regulator will open to ensure nitrogen pressure is maintained above
hydrogen. Conversely, should the primary regulator fail open and either the
system instrumentation or controller fails to detect it, the nitrogen*hydrogen
relief valve opens to introduce nitrogen into the hydrogen circuit to ensure
hydrogen pressure is always m_nt_ned above oxygen pressure. A three-way
solenoid valve at the regulator outlet directs flow to either the hydrogen
outlet interface or to the vent interface.
As mentioned previously, nitrogen is used as a reference pressure for the
hydrogen pressure control system. The nitrogen is also used as a purge gas
during start-up and shutdown transient conditions: during start-up, the
nitrogen purges any air from the hydrogen lines and, during shutdown, it
purges hydrogen from the same lines. Nitrogen is introduced from the
facility through a normally closed solenoid valve. A pressure sensor monitors
the nitrogen pressure and controls the operation of the solenoid valve. A
nitrogen accumulator provides sufficient purge volume to safely and
effectively purge the hydrogen circuit during start-up and shutdown.
Purging of the hydrogen circuit is accomplished by removing power to the
B-8
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normally open solenoid valve located between the hydrogen and nitrogen
circuit.
Feed water is provided to the SPE OGA from the facility through a normally
dosed solenoid valve. Operation of this valve is controlled by the water level
in the two feed water metal bellows accumulators and the position of the four-
way ball valve between the two tanks.
4.0 TEST EqUn'MENT
Testing of the refurbished SPE OGA will be conducted in one of four test cells
in the Electrochemical Engineering Laboratory of Building 2 in Windsor
Locks, CT. Required services for operating the system are:
* 115 VAC, 60 Hz, 3 phase, 20 amps (provided by Hamilton Standard
Rig 216)
"28 VDC, 15 amps
*IBM Personal System/2, Model 50Z (50-031), with the following
minimum attributes:
Operating system:
Mass Storage:
Memory:.
Printer.
*Test stand for fluid control: nitrogen inlet; feed water inlet; hydrogen
outlet; oxygen outlet
*Recirculating chiller, 1 GPM water, 65°F, minimum 1000 watts heat
rejection
DOS 3.0
Fixed disk and removable disk
I Mbyte RAM
Epson FX-1050
Other test equipment as required to successfully complete the test objectives
described herein will be described in the applicable section.
B-9
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This section defines the tests to be performed on various subassemblies
within the SPE OGA prior to final assembly and on the system itself once
installation into the test facility is complete. At the conclusion of each phase
of the test program the test conductor and a separate reviewer will verify, by
signature, that the tests were conducted in accordance with the test plan and
the results recorded in the test plan were actual measurements. Red-lining
of this document in order to successfully complete the defined test objective is
permissible. No other review of this test program is planned or anticipated.
5.1 Eleetrolvsls Cell Stack Testln¢
Testing of the electrolysis cell stack is conducted prior to installation into the
system to verify the mechanical and electrical integrity of the assembly and
to measure individual cell performance at the SPE OGA operating conditions.
5.1.1 Cellstack electricaltesting
Once assembly of the 18-cellSPE water electrolysiscellstack iscompleted,
the module is tested to verify no electricalshorts are present. This is
accomplished by utiH_inZ the cellshort check meter, which charges the cell
with a battery to a potential of approximately 1 VDC. Once charged, the
battery is removed and the cellpotentialis allowed to decay. Ifthe decay
rate istoosudden, an electricalshort ispresent. The short must be repaired
priortoinitiatingany further testingofthe module.
1) Attach shortcheck meter to cell #1.
2) Charge the cell to approximately 1 VDC. Remove power to the cell
3) Observe the cen potentialdecay rate;if'therate istoosudden, the cell
has an electricalshort that must be correctedpriorto continuing the test
program.
B-IO
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4) Repeat steps 1-3 for the remnlnln_ ceils in the assembly.
/
/
5.1.2 Ceil stack mec_.,_i_l testln_
After the electricalintegrityofthe 18-cellstack has been verified,the module
is brought to proof pressure and is subjected to an overboard and cross-cell
leakage test.
5.1.2.1 Overboard proof pressure and leakage test
/
Proof pressure testing of the electrolysismodule will be at a minimum
pressure of 2 times the maximum allowable working pressure (MAWP). For
the refurbishedSPE OGA, the MAWP is 75 psig,resultingin a proof pressure
test of 150 psig. Proof pressure testingof the module willbe conducted with
nitrogen, since the proof pressure limit is well wi_Rn the normal operating
capability of the cellhardware (approximately 400 psig). Once the proof
pressure testofthe module iscompleted, the nitrogen pressure is reduced to
the MAWP and an overboard leakage testisconducted.
1) Attach a dean, regulated nitrogen supply tothe water inletmanifold
and the hydrogen-water outletmanifold. The nitrogen source should have
a pressure gauge to monitor pressure at the electrolysismodule, and a
shut-off,valve to isolatethe nitrogen source from the testitem.
2) Cap the oxygen-water and the remaining hydrogen-water outlet
manifold.
3) Slowly pressurizethe cellstack by increasing the regulatorsettingin
10 psig increments.
B-11
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4) Continue to increase pressure until the nitrogen pressure on the
gauge equals 154) +2/-0 psig. Maintain this pressure for a m{n_m_:_ of 5
minutes. After the 5 minute period, slowly depressurize the module by
decreasing the regulator setting to 1.0 times the MAWP, or 75 psig.
5) Close the shut-off valve to isolate the module from the nitrogen
source. Carefully monitor the nitrogen pressure in the module. No decay
is allowed in a 30 minute test period.
Conducted
5.1.2.2
/
b
Cross-cell leakage tesb_
Upon successfulconclusion ofthe module leakage test,the nitrogenlines to
the cellstack are reconfiguredsuch that only the hydrogen sideofthe ceilsis
pressurized. The oxygen side of the cellstack is leftopen to ambient
pressure, while the hydrogen side is pressurized with nitrogen to three
differentpressure levels. The gas flow rate across the 18 cellsismeasured,
and itmust be below the normal permeation rate fornitrogen acrossNation
membrane at each of the pressure levels.Ifa higher rate isdetected,a leak
is present across one or more of the electrolysiscells,either across the cell
membrane itselfor into one of the fluidheaders. A cross-celleak must be
repaired prior to initiating any further testing ofthe module.
1) Attach a clean, regulated nitrogen supply to either of the two
hydrogen-water outlet manifold ports. Cap the remaining port.
2) Attach a plasticline to either the water inletmanifold port or the
oxygen-water outletmanifold pert. Cap the remaining port.
3) Insert the other end of the plastic line in a beaker filled with DI
water. Installan inverted burette in the beaker and fillthe burette with
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water by using a pipette bulb. Place the plastic line in the open end of the
burette.
4) Pressurize the hydrogen side of the cell stack with nitrogen to the
pressure levels indicated below_, determine the gas flow rate by measuring
the volume of water displaced by the nitrogen in the burette. The
permeation rateshould not exceed the values listed below.
N2 pressure Maximum permeation rate Measured permeation rate
(cc/m_n/18-ce|ls @ 72°F3 (cc/mln/18-cells @ 72°F)
50 2.6 :2._
75 4.0 _0
100 5.3 _._
(
5) Slowly depressurize the module and disconnect the nitrogen lines
from the module. Refillthe manifolds with fresh,DI water, and cap all
the fluidportson the module.
A 100 hour operational test of the 18-cell electrolysis stack is conducted to
verify the performance of each of the cells within the assembly. The test is
conducted in a separate test rig at the SPE OGA maximum operating current
density. Individual ceil potentials should fall within the range of
approximately 1.70-1.75 Vdc at a current density of 215 ampgft2. Water flow
rate, operating temperature, and cell current will also be monitored during
the conduct of this test.
(
I) Install the 18-cellmodule in the mobile test rig. Connect the
hydrogen-water outletmanifold to a phase separator,with the hydrogen
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delivery to the laboratory vent and the water delivery to the laboratory
drain. v
2) Verify the test rig data acquisition program is operational.
3) Turn the recirculation pump on; verify a mjv_im,,m flow rate of
100 cc/min/cel], or 1800 cc/min through the electrolysis module.
4) Turn the electrolysis power supply on and set the current level for
approximately 5 amps. Monitor individual cell voltages, ensuring proper
charging ofeach of the 18-cens.
(
5) Increase the current settingto50 amps; note the time on the testrig
timer. Operate the module for 100 hours. Set the data acquisitionsystem
to record performance data ofthe module at the rateof once per hour.
6) At the conclusionof the testprogram, verifyperformance ofthe cells
is within acceptablelimits.Remove the module from the testrig and fill
the manifold portswith fresh,DI water. Cap allthe manifold ports.
Conducted br.
5.2 Orvcen Phas_ Sevarator Testinf
Testing of the oxygen phase separator is conducted prior to installation into
the system to verify the mechanical integrity of the assembly and to verify
the performance of the hydrophRic and hydrophobic membranes.
5.2.1 Mechanical testin_
The oxygen phase separatorassembly issubjected to a proofpressure testat
a minimum pressure of 2 times MAWP for the recirculatingwater loop,
followedby a leakage testat a rnlv1{mnm prp_tlre of ] times MAW_. For the
B-14
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refurbished SPE OGA, the MAWP of the recirculatingwater loop is 30 psig,
resultingin a proof pressure testrequirement of 60 psig. When conducting
proof pressure and leakage testing,allthree fluid ports (two phase inlet,
water outletand oxygen outlet)are simultaneously pressurized toprotectthe
separator membranes from high differentialpressures. Once the proof
pressure test of the separator is completed, the nitrogen pressure is reduced
to the MAWP and a leakage test is conducted.
I) Attach a clean, regulated nitrogen supply to the oxygen-water inlet
manifold, the oxygen outletmanifold and the water outletmanifolcL The
nitrogen source should have a pressure gauge to monitor pressure at the
electrolysismodule, and a shut-offvalve to isolate the nitrogen source
from the testitem.
2) Slowly pressurizethe separatorassembly by increasing the regulator
settingin 10 psig increments.
3) Continue to increase pressure until the nitrogen pressure on the
gauge equals 60 +2/-0 psig. Maintain this pressure for a minimum of 5
minutes. After the 5 minute period,slowly depressurize the separatorby
decreasing the regulatorsettingto 1.0times the MAWP, or 30 psig.
5) Close the shut-offvalve to isolatethe separator from the nitrogen
source. Carefully monitor the nitrogen pressure in the separator. No
decay is allowed in a 30 minute testperiod.
6)
fillthe manifold portswith freshDI water.
Conducted
At the conclusion of the leakage test,remove the nitrogen linesand
b _.
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Performance testing of the separator is conducted prior to installation of the
separator assembly into the system package to verify proper operation of the
hydrophilic and hydrophobic membranes. Testing of the oxygen phase
separator is conducted in the phase separator development test rig in the
Electrochemical Engineering Laboratory in Building 2. The separator is to be
tested with only water flowing through the assembly (no oxygen generation),
and with a two phase mixture generated from a 12-cell electrolysis stack
operating at 150% of the mATim,_m current densitylevelforthe OGA 18-celi
stack Membrane pressure drop and water flow rate will be monitored. No
water carry-over into the product gas stream is allowed. The amount of gas
present in the water outlet stream will be measured; the level of gas present
should not exceed that predicted by Henry's Law.
1) Install the oxygen phase separator assembly in the phase separator
development test rig.
2) Startthe testrig.Verify a water flow rateof 1800 cc/min through the
12-ceU electrolysisstack.
v
3) Record the hydrophilic and hydrophobic membrane pressure drop.
Verify outlet streams are clean, i.e. no gas in the water outlet and no
water in the gas outlet.
4) Turn the electrolysis power supply on and set the current level to
approximately 3 amps. Record the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
membrane pressure drop.
5) Slowly increase the current level to the cell stack to 75 amps. Record
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic membrane pressure drop. Verify the
outlet streams are clean (NOTE: Occasional bubbles in the water outlet
stream are expected due to gas evolving from solution due to the drop in
pressure across the hydrophilicmembranes).
B-16
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6) Measure the amount ofgas being evolved in the water loop due to the
drop in pressure by installing a graduated cylinder immediately
downstream ofthe separator water exit,The oxygen evolutionrate should
not exceed 21 co/rain.
Measured evolution rate: cc/min
7) Cycle the current settingto the electrolysiscellstack;verifyproper
operation of the phase separator at both extremes of operating current
levels.
8) At the conclusion of the test fill the manifold ports with fresh DI
water.
, ¢
5.3 Hydrocen Phaqe Seuarator Testin¢
Testing of the hydrogen phase separator is conducted prior to installation
into the system to verify the mechanical and electricalintegrity of the
assembly and to verifythe performance of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
membranes.
5.3.1 Electrical testin_
Once the hydrogen phase separator is assembled, the electrochemical
hydrogen pumps in the stripper section of the separator are tested to verify
no electrical shorts are present This is accomplished by utilizing the cell
short check meter in the same manner as it was used to test the electrolysis
cells. Each of the four cells is individually charged and, once charged, the cell
potential is allowed to decay. If the decay rate is too sudden, an electrical
short is present that must be rectified prior to operation of the assembly.
B-17
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2) Charge the cell to approximately 1.0 VDC. Remove power to the ceiL
3) Observe the cell potential decay rate; if the rate is too sudden, the cell
has an electrical short that must be corrected prior to continuing the test
program.
4) Repeat steps 1-3 for the remn'irk_nK cells in the assembly.
e
br
5.3.2 Mechanical test'Lne
The hydrogen phase separator assembly is subjected to a proof pressure at a
minimum pressure of 2 times MAWP for the hydrogen-water circuit, followed
by a leakage test at a m_n_mllm pressure of 1 times MAWP. For the
refurbished SPE OGA, the MAWP of the hydrogen-water circuit is 75 psig,
resulting in a proof pressure test requirement of 150 psig. When conducting
proof pressure and leakage testing, all three fluid ports (two phase inlet,
water outlet and hydrogen outlet) are simultaneously pressurized to protect
the separator membranes and the electrochemical hydrogen pump membrane
and electrode assemblies from high differential pressures. Once the proof
pressure test of the separator is completed, the nitrogen pressure is reduced
tothe MAWP and a leakage testisconducted.
L j
1) Attach a dean, regulated nitrogen supply to the hydrogen-water inlet
manifold, the hydrogen outlet manifold and the water outlet manifold.
The nitrogen source should have a pressure gauge to monitor pressure at
the electrolysismodule, and a shut-off-valveto isolatethe nitrogen source
from the testitem.
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2) Slowly pressurize the separator assembly by increasing the regulator
setting in 10 psig incrementa.
3) Continue to increase pressure until the nitrogen pressure on the
gauge equals 150 +2/-0 psig. Maintain this pressure for a mln|m,lm of 5
minutes. A_r the 5 minute period, slowly depressurize the separator by
decreasing the regulator setting to 1.0 times the MAWP, or 75 psig.
5) Close the shut-off valve to isolate the separator from the nitrogen
source. Carefully monitor the nitrogen pressure in the separator. No
decay is allowed in a 30 minute test period.
6) At the conclusion of the leakage test, remove the nitrogen lines and
fill the manifold ports with fresh DI water.
5.3.3 Performance testin_
Performance testing of the separator is conducted prior to installation into
the system package to verify proper operation of the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic membranes during transient and steady state conditions.
Testing of the hydrogen phase separator is conducted in the phase separator
development test rig in the Electrochemical Engineering Laboratory in
Building 2. Since the test rig has no provisions to evaluate the performance
of the electrochemical hydrogen pumps, only the performance of the
hydrophilic and hydrophobic membranes will be verified. The separator is to
be tested at ambient pressure and at the system maximum expected
operating pressure of 75 psia (assumes nitrogen reference pressure of
100 psia), and at cell current levels ranging from the standby level of 2 amps
to the maximum current level of 50 amps (for the 18-cell SPE OGA stack;
sincethe testrig contains only a 12-cen stack,the cellcurrent levelswillbe
50% higher, or 3 amps for standby and 75 amps for the maximum current
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level). Membrane pressure drop at all operating cond/tlons will be monitored
to ensure the bubble point of the hydrophflic membrane is not exceeded. No
water carry-over into the product gas stream is allowed. The amount of gas
present in the water outlet stream will be measured; the level of gas present
should not exceed that predicted by Henry's Law.
1) Install the hydrogen phase separator assembly in the phase
separator development test r/g.
2) Start the testrig. Verify a water flow rate of 1800 cc/min through the
12-¢e11 electrolysisstack.
3) Turn the electrolysispower supply on and set the current level to
approximately 3 amps. Record the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
membrane pressure drop.
5) Slowly increase the current level to the cell stacli to 75 amps. Record
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic membrane pressure drop. Verify the
outlet streams are clean (NOTE: Occasional bubbles in the water outlet
stream are expected due to gas evolving from solution clue to the drop in
pressure across the hydrophilic membranes).
6) Slowly increase the hydrogen back pressure to approximately 75 psia,
ensuring the differential back pressure regulator controlling the two-
phase inlet pressure accurately tracks the increasing hydrogen pressure.
Record the hydroph/lic and hydrophobic membrane pressure drop. Verify
the outlet streams are clean.
7) Decrease the current setting to the electrolysiscellstack to 3 amps,.
the standby current level. Record the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
membrane pressure drop.
8) Return the current level to the electrolysis stack to 75 amps.
Measure the amount of gas being evolved in the water due to the drop in
pressure by inserting the outlet water stream in the opening of an
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inverted burette. The hydrogen evolution rate should not exceed
3.1 ccYmin when the pressure is dropped from 75 psia to ambient.
Measured evolution rate: _" _ cc/min
9) Continue to cycle the current setting to the electrolysis cell stack;
verify proper operation of the phase separator at both extremes of
operating current levels.
10) At the conclusion of the test fill the manifold ports with fresh DI
water.
Conducted by:
5.4 System Check-out Testinf
A system chec.k-out test will be performed on the complete SPE OGA prior to
",.he generation of oxygen and hydrogen gas. The test program win include
validation of the system installation into the test facility, verification of
system communication between the Electrical Interface Box (EIB) and the
Command & Display Unit (CDU), proof pressure testing of the system at 2
times MAWP, and leakage testing at 1 times MAWP. Upon successful
completion of the system check-out test program, performance testing of the
system can be initiated.
5.4.1 Verify installation
f
Prior to operation of the unit, proper installation into the test facility must be
verified. A schematic of the test set-up is included as Figure 5.4.1-1. Both
the oxygen and hydrogen outlet lines from the OGA will be connected to their
respective interfaces on the fluids control panel. The oxygen relief interface
will be allowed to vent to ambient, while the hydrogen vent interface will be
connected to a line vented outside of the test cell. Feed water will be supplied
B-21
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FIGURE 5.4.1-1
SPE OGA TEST SCHEMATIC
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by the facility DI water system; regulated nitrogen will be supplied by the
facility nitrogen farm. Electrical power will be supplied by Rig 216 for the
115 VAC, 60 Hz, 3 phase power, and by a Kepco power supply for the 28 Vde
requirement. All electrical connections between the electrolysis DC power
supply cart and the system will be complete& Chilled water for the OGA
liquid-liquid heat exchanger will be supplied by a recirculating chiller at a
flow rate of 1 GPM and a temperature of 65eF. The chiller will have a
mln;ml,m heat rejection capacity of 1000 watts, minimum.
Once installationinto the facilityis completed, the CDU soRware will be
loaded into an IBM personal computer which will serve as the CDU. A
harness Hnking the EIB to the CDU will be installed,and a line printer to
record system performance data willbe connected to the computer.
F
Conducted br _ J
5.4.2 ElectricalComvonent Check-out Testin¢
Electrical testing of the system is conducted prior to conducting any other
acceptance test to verify proper communication between the system controller
in the EIB and the CDU, proper actuation of all electrical components within
the system package and to verify proper installation of the wiring harnesses.
5.4.2.1 Controller/DisplayCheck-out
Check-out testingof the CDU display is conducted to verifyproper status of
atlactuated components and proper output of allinstrumentation with the
system in the OFF mode OFF state.
i--
1) Verify the RS-232 communications cable is properly installed
between the CDU and the system EIB.
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Verify the system is in the
3) Compare the status of all actuated components with the required
status in the Effector Control Stats Definition Table of the SPE OGA
Process Controller Software Requirements Specification (SRS) for the
POR state. There shall be no discrepancies.
4) Compare the values of all system parameters on the system
parameter screen with the values listed in Table 5.4.2.1-L All values shall
be within the ranges specified.
5) Select the Assembly Configuration screen on the CDU by depressing
the F4 key on the keyboard. The Oxygen Delivery configuration shall be
set to "CONTINUOUS", and the Hydrogen Delivery configurationshallbe
set to "VENT".
Conducted b_.
5.4.2.2 Component Actuation/Harness Chec_-out
All electrical components (with the exception of the electrolysis power supply
and electrochemical hydrogen pump power supply) are actuated to verify
proper sequence by the contrel]er in the EIB and to verify the integrity of the
electrical harnesses. Actuation of some of the components in the system is
governed by control laws contained in the Effecter Control Function section of
the SRS. As a result, the controller may override and/or ignore the user's
co_rrmnds.
1) Verify that the system and the CDU power ison and that the system
isin the OFF mode OFF state.
C
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SENSOR
W745
LEV606
LEV605-1
LEV605-2
CVOLUME
MVOLUME
I>7061
I>7062
I>7063
DPT09
DPT08
i>749
T762-1
T762-2
T736-1
T"I36-2
CG746-1, 2
CG746--3, 4
CS755
I766
H2V768-1
thru-4
I768-1thru
-4
VLT906-1
thru-18
DESCRIFPION
Recirculating water loop flow switch
Redr_ water loop bellows accum, level
Feed water bellows accumulator level
Feed water bellows accumulator level
Calculated proton water volume
Measured proton water volume
Oxygen outlet pressure sensor
Nitrogen reference pressure sensor
Oxygen generation pressure sensor
Oxygen phase separator differential
Hydrogen phase separator differential
Hydrogen pressure sensor
Recirc. water loop temperature
Recir_ water loop temperature
Heat exchanger water outlet temp.
Heat exchanger water outlet temp.
Combustible gas sensor, ambient
Combustible gas sensor, oxygen outlet
Recir_ water loop conductivity sensor
Electrolysis cell stack current sensor
Electrochemical hydrogen pump cell
potential
Electrochemical hydrogen pump cell
current
Electrolysis cell potential
VALUE
NO FLOW
0-55 ins
0-55 ins
0-55 ins
0-30 ins
0-30 ins
15 + I psia
15 ± 2 psia
1 + I psig
I ± I psid
1 ± I psid
1 ± I psig
Arab. ± 2°F
Arab. ± 2°F
Arab. ± 2°F
Arab. ± 2°F
1 ± I%LEL
I ± I%LEL
<10umho/cm
1 ± Iamps
< IVDC
.005 +.005 A
< IVDC
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2) Place the system in the MANUAL mode by depressing the F3 key on
the keyboard, followed by selecting the MAN-UAL mode. Once in the
MANUAL mode, depre.ing the )'5 key on the keyboard, fonowed by
entering the correct password, brings up the MANUAL mode menu
screen.
3) Actuate, in order and singularly, the components listed in the table.
Measure the power requirement of each actuated component and record in
Appendix A. Deactivate each component upon verification of its proper
operation. Record and resolve any problems encountered during actuation
of any component.
4) Return to the Mode Selection screen and place the system in the OFF
mode. Verify the system transitions to the OFF mode OFF state.
C Conducted by:.
5.4.2.3 Controller Setpoints
The controller in the EIB uses variable setpoints in the control software to
allow flexibility during testing of the SPE OGA. Prior to initiating
acceptance testing of the system, the correct values for the setpoints are
verified.
1) Verify that the system and the CDU power is on and that the system
is in the OFF mode OFF state.
2) Select the Modify/View Operation screen on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on the keyboard.
C
3) Verify the Oxygen Requirement is set at 7.40 lb/day, the Light Side is
set at 54 minutes and the Dark Side is set at 36 minutes, the respective
default settings.
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4) View the setpoint data by depressing the F1 key on the keyboard.
Verify the values for the setpoints by comparing to the CDU Setpoint
Communication Data Packet Tables contained in the Control & Display
Unit Commlln_cation Inputs section of the Process Controller SRS.
Resolve any discrepancies between the values in the table and those
displayed on the screen before proceeding Rtrther.
 oodu b 
5.4.2.4 Verification of' System Anomalies
f
The SPE OGA has been designed to safelygenerate oxygen and hydrogen gas
from the electrolysisof water. System instrumentation, in conjunction with
the system controller,constantlymonitor system health and performance. If
the controllermonitors an out-of-limitcondition,an automatic shutdown of
the system is initiated. Prior to conducting performance testing of the
system, all system shutdown levelswill be verified. Refer to the Fault
Detection Function section of the Process ControllerSRS for a listingofall
anomalies and the associated shutdown level,and the Anomaly Messages
section of the CDU SRS for the corresponding error messages. The
procedures forsafely conducting the verificationof the shutdown levelswill
be developed at the time of testing. In most instances, the sensor willbe
replaced with an alternate stimulus that would replicate the signal the
controllerwould expect to receivefrom that sensor. The stimulus would then
be varied until the anomaly was triggered. The system will remain in the
OFF mode for the duration of this phase of testing. As each anomaly is
verified, confirm the system transitions from the OFF mode OFF state to the
OFF mode FAILURE state. The anomaly can be cleared by changing modes
for a Level 2 anomaly (transition f_om the OFF mode to the IMMEDIATE
SHUTDOWN mode and back again), or by cycling power to the EIB to reset
the controller for a Level I anomaly.
f,...
i 77
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A proof pressure test of 2 times the MAWP of the fluid circuit with the
highest pressure will be conduct_ on the complete SPE OGA system (for the
SPE OGA, the nitrogen reference is the highest). Since the three metal
bellows water accumulators have been proof pressure tested previously as
part of the Technology Demonstrator program, and they will have already
been charged with nitrogen, they will not be subjected to an additional proof
pressure test in order to prevent damage to the bellows itself. In addition,
the Item 7063 pressure sensor will be removed to prevent damage to the
sensor diaphragm, and the Item 163 relief valve outlet will be capped to
prevent loss of nitrogen during the test. The isolation valve to the
combustible gas sensor housing located at the oxygen outlet of the oxygen
phase separator assembly will also be closed to prevent damage to the
sensors.
Since the system has been designed to prevent reverse fluid flows and the
inadvertent pressurization of one fluid loop with fluid from another, proof
pressure and leakage testing of the system must be conducted by introducing
the pressurizing fired at different locations within the system. Pressurizing
upstream and downstream of some components (in particular, the
membranes of the phase separator which allow one fluid to pass but not the
other) ensures they will not be damaged internally during the proof pressure
test. Sufficient safeguards exist in the system, however, to prevent damage
due to pressure excursions during normal system operation
,
1) Verify the outlet to the Item 163, nitrogen reliefvalve, is capped.
2) Verify Items 080-1 and 080-2, the shut, offvalves to the Item 605-1 and
Item 605-2, feed water bellows accumulators, are closed.
3) Verify Items 080A-1 and 080A-2, the shut-offvalves to the Item 606,
recirculating water loop bellows accumulator, are closed.
4) Verify Item 080-3, the shut-offva]ve for the oxygen phase separator, is
close&
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5) Item 051A, nitrogen pressurization solenoid valve, and Items 081-1
and 081-2, teed water solenoid valves, must be energized open in order to
pressurize the nitrogen and feed water circuit& Disconnect the electrical
harness at connector designation JS01, and install the proof" pressure test
cable to energize the valves from a separate 115 VAC, 60 Hz supply.
6) Attach a regulated nitrogen supply to the system using flexible lines at
the following points in the system (refer to Figures 5.4.5-1 and 5.4.5-2):
/.-.
a) The nitrogen inlet interface of the system package.
b) The hydrogen outlet interface of the system package.
c) The hydrogen vent interface of'the system package.
d) The water inlet interface of'the system package.
e) The shut-off valve at the oxygen phase separator oxygen outlet
(Item 167-7).
f) The shut-off, valve downstream of"the temperature sensor block
housing Items 736-1 and 736-2 (Item 167-1).
g) The shut-off valve upstream of" the two-phase inlet to the
hydrogen phase separator assembly (Item 167-2).
h) The shut-off, valve attached to the hydrogen valve manifold at
the top of"the system package (Item 167-3).
i) The shut-off valve downstream of" the water outlet of" the
hydrogen phase separator assembly (Item 167-4).
j) The shut-off valve downstream of" the Item 105-2 check valve
(Item 167-5).
k) The shut-off valve downstream of" the oxygen phase separator
water outlet (Item 167-6).
f_
7) Disconnect the electrical harness and remove Item 7063, oxygen
pressure sensor, from its port; cap the empty port. Reconnect the
electricalharness to the sensor. _ c,_#_"r#_-_my _e¢7. _
8) Verify the CDU is installed and the power is on. Turn the system
power on and verifythe system isin the OFF mode OFF state
9) During pressurization of the system, monitor Items 708, 709 and_ _/
(differentialpressure sensors), Items 605-1, 605-2, and 606 (metal bellows _P _'_
accumulators), and Item 7061 (oxygen pressure sensor). The values _-
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FIGURE 5.4.5-1
SPE OGA PROOF P_ INTERFACE LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 5.4.5-2
PROOF P_URE TEST SET-UP
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displayed on the CDU should only vary within acceptable electrical noise
levels, and should not show any clear trends of increasing values with
increasing pressurization. If any trend appears, immediately stop the
test, depressurize the system and resolve the discrepancy.
10) Veri_ the nitrogen regulator is dosed and that there is no pressure
in the nitrogen test manifold by opemng the needle valve in the manifold
to exhaust any pressure. Close the needle valve.
11) Open the nitrogen supply valve upstream of the nitrogen test
manifold. '1 _- _"
12) Verify the shut-off valves from Step 6 (Items 167-1 thru 167-_ are
completely open. Energize the Item 051A, nitrogen solenoid valve, and
Items 081-1 and 081-2, water solenoid valves, using the separate harness
inst_led in step 5.
13) Slowly pressurize the system by increasing the regulator setting in
I0 psig increments. Allow the pressure readings on the nitrogen pressure
gauges and the differentia] pressure sensors to stabilize prior to
increasing pressure.
14) Continue to increase pressure until the nitrogen pressure on the
gauge equsls 150 +2/-0 psig. Maintain this pressure for a mlnlmnm Of 5
minutes. After the 5 minute period, slowly depressurize the system by
opening the needle valve in the nitrogen test manifold. Monitor the
differential pressure sensors to ensure equal depressurization throughout
the system. ARer depressurization, visually check for any permanent
deformation. No deformation is allowed.
Conducted by:._ _. Verifiedbr.
¢
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Leakage testing of the system can be conducted immediately aider the proof
pressure test by limiting the depressurization level to 1 times MAWP
(75 psig). Otherwise, it is necessary to repeat Steps 1-13 as outlined in the
proof pressure test procedure.
F
14) Continue to increase pressure until the nitrogen pressure on the
gauge equals 75 +2/-0 psig. M-i-tai- this pressure for a minimum of 5
minutes. Aft_ the 5 minute period, close the nitrogen inlet valve and
monitor the nitrogen pressure for 15 minutes. No decay in pressure is
permissible. If the pressure decays, use leak detection fluid to determine
the source of any gas leaks in the oxygen and hydrogen circuits, and _
search for water leaking in water containing circuits. As an option, the ,_,
system may be depressurized and recharged with helium, and a helium
detector employed to determine the source of any leak. Correct any leak _
before proceeding further in the test program, v'_/_
15) At the conclusion of the test, slowly depressurize the system by
opening the needle valve in the nitrogen test manifold. Monitor the
differential pressure sensors to ensure equal depressurization throughout
the system.
16) Restore the system to its original configuration before proceeding
further in the test program.
Verified
5.5 Mode/State Transition Verification
f
The various mode and state transitions allowed for the SPE OGA will be
demonstrated to verify proper sequencing of the software controller through
the appropriate states within a mode and to verify correct control of system
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hardware within a state (refer to the Effector Control Function section of the
Process Controller SRS). A test schematic for conducting these tests is
presented in Figure 5.4.1-1. The Oxygen Delivery configuration and
Hydrogen Delivery configuration will remain at their default values of
"CONTINUOUS" and "VENT', respectively, and the Oxygen Requirement
will remain at its default setting of 7.40 lb/day for the purposes of this test
sequence.
5.5.1 ]_.,_a,F,._;_&
The following test procedures verify proper transition of the system from the
OFF state to the PURGE state, and from the PURGE state to the PROCESS-
VENT state, and demonstrate effectercontrols applicable to the PURGE
state..
C
1) Turn the power to the system on. Verify the system isin the OFF
mode OFF state.
2) Select the Mode Selection screen on the CDU by depressing the F3
key on the keyboard and select the ON mode. Verify the system
transitionsf_om the OFF mode OFF stateto the ON mode PURGE state.
Upon entering the PURGE state,the followingeffectorcontrolsare active
(refer to the Effector Control State Definition Table in the Process
ControllerSRS):
•V081-1 FillControl
•V051A & V053 Purge Control
•PS797 On Control
In addition, the recirculating water pump, Item 463, is energized and the
flow is set for "RECIRC" gpm throughout all states in the ON mode.
Verification of the correct operation of these controls is described below:.
Ct
y081-I Fill Control: The feed water inletvalve (Item 081-1) is set to
"OPEN" if the feed water accumulator level (LEV605-2 ff V003 is
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"FILL1/DRAIN2" or LEV605-1 if V003 is "FILL2/DRAINI") is less than
the operating band low limit, "LO_ inS. The valve is set to "SHUT"
if the feed water accumulator level is greater than the maximum drain
tank level,"MEDLEV" inS.
V051A & V053 Pur_e Control: The facilitynitrogen inletvalve (Item
051A) is set to "SHUT" and the system nitrogen purge valve (Item 053) is
set to "OPEN" upon entry into the PURGE state.ARer a period of water
recirculationCACCTIME" minutes), the facilitynitrogen inletvalve isset
to "OPEN'. The system nitrogen purge valve (Item 053) is setto "SHUT"
once the nitrogeninletvalve (Item 051A) has been open forgreater than
the purge time CN_" minutes).
PS797 On Control: The hydrogen phase separator electrochemical
hydrogen pumps are energized and charged upon entering the PURGE
state. Current to the pumps is limited during initialcharging to prevent
damage to the power supply. Verify proper charging of the
electrochemical hydrogen pumps by monitoring the cell voltages
(H2V768-1 thru H2V768-4) and the ceilcurrents(I'/68-1thru I768-4);cell
potentials should increase steadily to a levelof approximately 1.0 VDC
while the cellcurrentsshould steadilydecrease.
3) Select the Mode Selection screen on the CDU by depressing the F3
key on the keyboard and selectthe STANDBY mode. Verify the system
transitions from the ON mode PURGE state to the STANDBY mode
PURGE state. Return the system to the ON mode and verifythe state
rt_mAin_ in PURGE.
4) Verify the system transitionsfrom the ON mode PURGE stateto the
ON mode PROCESS-VENT state when the system nitrogen pressure,
Item 7062, equals or exceeds the value "STARTF' ps/m
P
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The following test procedures verify proper transition from the PROCESS-
VENT state to the PROCESS state, and demonstrate effector controls
applicable to the PROCESS-VENT state
1) Verify the Item 785, electrolysis power supply, is powered on when
the system transitions from the PURGE state to the PROCESS-VENT
state.
2) Upon entering the PROCESS-VENT state,the following effector
controlsare active:
4
*V003 Recycle Control
*V081-1 Fill Control
• V051A Pressure Control
• Pump 464 Fill Control
*PWR785 On Control
*PS797 On Control
Verification of the correct operation of these controls is described below:.
V003 Recycle Control: The feed water accumulator four-way ball valve,
Item 003, is set to "FILLI/DRAIN2" if Item 605-2 is the fill tank (V003 is
"FIIJ_2/DRAINI") and the accumulator level LEV605-2 is greater than the
tank full limit "HIGHLE'v" inS. Conversely, the feed water accumulator
four-way ball valve (Item 003) is set to "FII_2/DRAINI" if Item 605-1 is
the fill tank (V003 is "FILLI/DRAIN2") and the accumulator level
LEV605-1 is greater than the tank full limit "HIG_ inS.
V081-1 FillControl" Descn_ed insection5.5.1.
C
V051A Pressure Control: The facilitynitrogen inletvalve,Item 051A, is
set to "OPEN" when the nitrogen accumulator pressure, P7062, is less
than the m;n;m,,m pressure limit, "OPENV" psia. The facility nitrogen
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inletvalve,Item 051A, is set to "SHUT" when the nitrogen accumulator
pressure isgreaterthan the maximum pressure limit,"CLOSEV" psis.
l_Imv 464 Fit] Control: The feed water pump, Item 464, is set to "ON', the
feed water pump flow rate is set to "FEEDGPM" gpm, and the feed pump
valve, Item 081-2, is set to "OPEN" if the feed water inlet valve, Item 081-
1, is "SHUT', and the recirculation water loop metal bellows accumulator
level, LEV606, is less than the m;n;m.m operating limit, w__OWACC" inS.
The feed water pump is set to "OFF', the feed water pump flow rate is set
to 0 gpm, and the feed pump valve is set to "SHUT" if the feed water inlet
valve is "OPEN" or the recirculation water loop metal bellows accumulator
level, LEV606, is greater than the maximum operating limit,
"7-EGHACC" in s.
f
PWR785 On Control: The electrolysispower supply, Item 785, is set to
"ON" and the current control setting set to "STANDBYr' ampe upon
entering the PROCESS-VENT state. The current setting is increased
"INCREMENTr' amps every "STEPI" seconds until the current equals
"NOMF amps.
PS797 On Control: Described in section 5.5.1.
3) Select the Mode Selection screen on the CDU by depressing the F3
key on the keyboard and select the STANDBY mode. Verify the system
transitions from the ON mode PROCESS-VENT state to the STANDBY
mode PROCESS-VENT state. Return the system to the ON mode and
verify the state remains in PRO_VENT.
4) Monitor the nitrogen accumulator pressure, P7062. When the
pressure sensor reading equals or exceeds "HIGHLIM" psia, the timer
W'E_" is initiated. At the end of WENTFIME" minutes, verify the
system transitions from the ON mode PROCESS-VENT state to the ON
mode PROCESS state.
(-
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The following test procedures verify proper operation of the system in the
PROCESS state, and demonstrate effector controls applicable to the
PROCESS state.
1) Upon entering the PROCESS state, the fono  g e_._o_ controls are
a_v_
*V003 Recycle Control
*V005 Vent Contzol
*V081-1 Fill Control
.V051A Pressure Control
*Pump 464 Fill Control
*PWR785 On Control
*PS797 On Control
C Verification of the correct operation of these controls is described below:.
V003 Recycle Control: Described in section 5.5.2.
V005 Vent Control: The three-way hydrogen solenoid valve, Item 005,
defaults to the "VENT" position, delivering product hydrogen gas to the
hydrogen vent interface. Select the Assembly Configuration screen on the
CDU by depressing the F4 key on the keyboard and select "REDUCTION"
for the Hydrogen Delivery configuration; the position of the three-way
solenoid valve changes from "VENT" to _PRODUCT', redirecting the flow
of hydrogen from the hydrogen vent interface to the hydrogen outlet
interface for subsequent delivery to a hydrogen reduction system-
y081-1 Fill Control: Descn_md in section 5.5.1.
V051A Pressure Control: Descn_i in section 5.5.2.
C l_lmu 464 Fill Control: Descn'bed in section 5.5.2,
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PS7y? On Control: Described in section 5.5.1.
The following test procedures verify proper transition from the PROCESS
state to the HOLD state, and demonstrate e/Tector controls app//cable to the
HOLD state.
F
1) With the system in the ON mode PROCESS state, select the Mode
Selection screen on the CDU by depressing the F3 key on the keyboard
and select the STANDBY mode. Verify the system transitions from the
ON mode PROCESS state to the STANDBY mode HOLD state, and that
the three-way sohnoid valve position V005 is set to WENT'.
2) Upon entering the HOLD state, the following effector controls are
active:
• V003 Recycle Control
• V081-1 Fill Control
• V051A Pressure Control
*Pump 464 Fill Control
• PWR785 On Control
"PS797 On Con/to]
Verification of the correct operation of these controls is described below:.
V003 Recycle Control: Described in section 5.5.2.
V081-1 FillControl:Described in section5.5.1.
V0SlA Pressure Control: Described in section 5.5.2.
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p_R7S5 On Control" The electrolysis power supply current setting is
instantaneously reduced to "STANDBYF amps. Verify current has been
reduced by monitoring the current shunt reading, I766, on the CDU
screen.
PS797 On Control: Described in section 5.5.L
3) Select the Mode Selection screen on the CDU by depressing the F3
key on the keyboard and select the ON mode. Verify the system
transitions from the STANDBY mode HOLD state to the ON mode
PROCESS state. The electrolysis power supply will increase the current
setting "]_C_ amps every "STEPF' seconds until the PRO_
current setting is achieved.
5.5.5 RECIRC and OFF States
The following test procedures verify proper transition from the PROCESS
state to the RECIRC state, and demonstrate effector controls applicable to
the RECIRC state.
1) With the system in the ON mode PROCESS state, select the Mode
Selection screen on the CDU and select the OFF mode. Verify the system
transitions from the ON mode PROCESS state to the OFF mode RECIRC
state. Verify the electrolysis power supply PWR785 is turned off, and a
nitrogen purge of the hydrogen circuit has been initiated (V053 is set to
"OPEN').
2) The recirculating water pump, Item 463, remains "ON" at a flow
setting of "RECIRC" gpm to purge the loop of oxygen gas. After
"ACCT[M_" minutes, the system transitions f_om the OFF mode RECIRC
state to the OFF mode OFF state, and the recirculating water pump
(PMP463) is set to "OFF'.
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3) Select the Mode Selection screen on the CDU and select the
IMMEDIATE SHUTDOWN mode. Veri/y the 8ys_m transitions from the
OFF mode OFF state to the IMMEDIATE SHUTDOWN mode OFF state.
Return the system to the OFF mode.
P
The purpose of the performance test is to demonstrate continuous and cyclic
operation of the SPE OGA, to verify the effectiveness of the refurbishment,
and measure system performance parameters such as oxygen production
rates, gas quality ,and power consumption of the system. The performance
test will be divided into two activities: continuous operation and cyclic
operation
5.6.1 Continuous system oneration
The system will be run continuously to demonstrate variable oxygen
production capability of the refurbished SPE OGA, measure the purity of the
oxygen and hydrogen gases produced, demonstrate optional delivery to the
hydrogen outlet interface for poss_]e use by a CO_ reduction system, and
verify proper system restart following a loss ofpower shutdown.
1) Turn the power to the system and the CDU on. Verify the system is
in the OFF mode OFF state. Measure system power while in the OFF
stateand record inAppendix A.
2) Select the Assembly Configuration screen on the CDU by depressing
the F4 key on the keyboar& Veri_ the Oxygen Delivery configuration is
set to "CONTINUOUS" and the Hydrogen Delivery configuration is set to
'_V-ENT", the respective default settings.
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3) Select the Modify/View Operation screen on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on the keyboard. Verify the Oxygen Requirement is
7.40 lb/day, the default oxygen production rate. Verify the Light Side
duration is 54 minutes, and the Dark Side duration is 36 minutes, the
respective default settings (NOTE: Since the Oxygen Delivery
configuration is set,to, "C_)_O_,. the s_-_n co_er wi_. zloJ:,
change afte- _ 54
minutes of operation).
4) Select the Mode Selection screen on the CDU by depressing the F3
key on the keyboard. Select the ON mode. Verify the system transitions
from the OFF mode OFF state to the ON mode PURGE state. Verify the
PURGE state transitions to the PRO_VENT state, and finally to the
PROCESS state. Measure power while in the PURGE state, the
PROCESS-VENT state and the PROCESS state and record in
Appendix A.
C 5) While the system is in the PROCESS-VENT and PROCESS state,
note the quality of the exiting oxygen and hydrogen gases. Verify both
streams are free of liquid water, especially at the be_'nn;n_ Of PROC_
VENT. The hydrogen phase separator has been refurbished to preclude
water carry-over during system start-up transient conditions.
6) The refurbished SPE OGA incorporates a liquid-to-liquid heat
exchanger that has suflicient capacity to reject the waste heat generated
by electrolysis coils opera,rig at a maximum potential of ?-5 Vdc per ceJL
Monitor performance of the liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger throughout the
conduct of this test program to ensure adequate heat rejection at all
operating conditions. With cooling water flowing through the heat
exchanger at a flow rate of 500 ]h/hr (1 gpm) and an inlet temperature of
65°F, the temperature of the two-phase fluid stream exiting the heat
exchanger should not exceed 70°F.
¢
7) Attach a wet test meter or other flow measurement device to the
oxygen outlet and hydrogen vent interface. Measure and record the
oxygen and hydrogen flow rates and calculate the mass flow rate in lb/day.
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V_rify t.he oxygen production rate is 7.40 Ib/dey, minimum, and the
hydrogen production rate is 0.93 Ib/day, or one-eighth the oxygen rate.
Include any calculations in Appendix B.
8) Attach sample cylindersor other aampling devicetothe oxygen outlet
and hydrogen vent interfaceand obtain samples ofeach gas. Analyze tim
oxygen for hydrogen and the hydrogen for oxygen, Record the resultsin
Appendix C.
f
9) Selectthe Modify/View Operation screen on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on the keyboard. Change the Oxygen Requirement from
7.40 Ib/dayto the minimum requirement of6.66 Ib/day.Verify the current
setting to the electroly .sis cell stack has been reduced (1766).
9) Attach a wet test meter or other flow measurement device to the
oxygen outlet and hydrogen vent interface. Measure and record the
oxygen and hydrogen flow ratesand calculatethe mass flow rate in lh/day.
Verify the oxygen production rate is 6.66 Ib/day,m_n_m_Im, and the
hydrogen production rate is 0.83 Ib/day,or one-eighth the oxygen rate.
Include any calculations in Appendix B.
I0) Selectthe Modify/View Operation screen on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on the keyboard. Change the Oxygen Requirement from
6.66 Ib/day to the maximum requirement of 8.14 Ib/day. Verify the
currentsettingto the electrolysiscellstack has been increasedCI766).
11) Attach a wet test meter or other flow measurement device to the
oxygen outlet and hydrogen vent interface. Measure and record the
oxygen and hydrogen flow rates and calculate the mass flow rate in Ib/day.
Verify the oxygen production rate is 8.14 Ib/day, minimum, and the
hydrogen production rate is 1.02 Ib/day, or one-eighth the oxygen rate.
Include any calculations in Appendix B.
.
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12) Select the Mode/View Operation screen on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on the keyboard. Change the Oxygen Requirement from
8.14 IbJday to the nominal requirement of 7.40 ltdday. Verify the current
setting to the electrolysis cell stack has been reduced (I766).
13) Select the Assembly Configuration screen on the C-_U by depressing
the F4 key on the keyboard. Change the Hydrogen Delivery configuration
to "REDUCTIOI_. Verify the hydrogen delivery is diverted from the
hydrogen vent interface to the hydrogen outlet interface, and V005 has
switched from "VENT" to "PRODUCT'.
C
C
14) Adjust the hydrogen back pressure regulator on the test panel until
the hydrogen pressure at the regulator is 25 psig, the maximum back
pressure expected for delivery of hydrogen to a CO2 reduction system.
Verify no hydrogen flow at the hydrogen vent interface. Monitor
performance of the Item 005 valve during the conduct of the acceptance
program; prior testing ofthe OGA resulted in failure of the solenoid coil in
the valve due to operating temperatures which exceeded the maximum
design temperature. The valve has since been modified to reduce the
operating voltage once the valve has been actuated.
15) The recirculating water loop in the original Technology Demonstrator
system experienced pump priming problems at start-up. The
refurbishment of the system addressed this problem by reducing the
operating pressure of the loop, m_n_m_w]n_ pressure drop within the loop,
and operating the recirculating water loop bellows accumulator with a
fixed nitrogen charge such that the pump inlet never operates at
subambient pressure. Verify the effectiveness of the refurbishment by
removing power to the EIB, thereby initiating a loss of power shutdown.
After approximately I0 seconds, return power to the EIB and verify the
system is in the OFF mode OFF state. Select the Mode Selection screen
and select the ON mode. Verify the system transitions from the OFF
mode OFF state to the ON mode PURGE state. Verify the recirculation
pump, Item 463, operates correctly by monitoring the status of the flow
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switch, Item 745, and by observing pressure drop DP709 across the
oxygen phase separator assembly, Item 907.
16) Repeat a loss of power shutdown, followed by a system restart, a
m_n_m,,m of 5 times to confirm proper pump priming.
Conducted b_ __,_/
5.6.2 Cyellc system oDerat/on
P
The SPE OGA will be operated cyclicallyto demonstrate the abilityof the
system to produce the dailyrequirement of oxygen while operating only on
the light side of the space stationorbit. The system will transition to a
HOLD statewhen the dark sideofthe orbitis simulated, with only a trickle
current provided to the electrolysiscellstack to maintain pressure controlof
the hydrogen system and to offsetdiffusionlosses. System instrumentation
and operation of the pumps is also active during the dark side operation.
Variable oxygen production capabilityand the abilityofthe system to deliver
hydrogen to the outletinterfaceforposm'ble use by a COs reduction system
will be demonstrated with the system operating in a cycl/cal mode,
1) Turn the power to the system and the CDU on. Verify the system is
in the OFF mode OFF state.
2) Selectthe Assembly Configuration screen on the CDU by depressing
the F4 key on the keyboard. Set the Oxygen Delivery cen_guration to
"PERIODIC" and the Hydrogen Delivery configurationto "REDUCTION'.
3) Selectthe Modify/View Operation screen on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on the keyboard. Verify the Oxygen Requirement is
7.40 Ib/day,the default oxygen production rate. Verify the Light Side
duration is 54 minutes, and the Dark Side duration is 36 minutes, the
respectivedefaultsettings.
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4) Select the Mode Selection screen on the CDU by depressing the F3
key on the keyboard. Select the ON mode. Verify the system transitions
from the OFF mode OFF state to the ON mode PURGE state. Verify the
PURGE state transitions to the PROCESS-VENT state, and finally to the
PROCESS state. Measure power while in the PROCES_VENT state and
the PROCESS state and record in Appendix A.
C
5) Attach a wet test meter or other flow measurement device to the
oxygen outlet and hydrogen vent interface. Measure and record the
oxygen and hydrogen flow rates and calcttlate the mass flow rate in lb/day.
Verify the oxygen production rate is 12.33 lh/day (7.4 lh/day at a duty cycle
of 60%), minimum, and the hydrogen production rate is 1.54 lb/day, or
one-eighth the oxygen ,-ate.Include any calculations in Appendix B.
6) After operating in the PROCESS mode for 54 minutes, verify the
A ...... _ . . .
;;:-; i-" _ *^ Vc.-'_'= " _ _rrent to the electrolysis cell stack is
reduced to "STANDBYr amps, _..,--_ "-_.,,- -:-__s_--L--J..... --_---_-o_'1:..... ".-=Iv__;-_rts
Afl, er 36 minutes,
verify the _3=;:-- .... - _---- _ "''"" ..... _"-:_ ".. __ _ _ -- ----..._--_. - - i j. - - ---%__ ." ...... .,
O_-?____'= _--Z- -_:._ :_-" :-. :'v-.._:_ the current to the electrolysis cell stack
returns to its original value _-" "" •. • .... _ ,. , . a:_--,- -- .--. _=_ --:.::._X--._ _-_-'" .... =._
_: _2.vs_,. _u_ _,_,2,_ _,wo - . ._U,_, ). Operate the
system for a m_n_mnm of two more cycles at these operafin_ conditions.
7) Repeat steps 1-6 at the mmxmum oxygen reqmrement of 8.66 Ib/da_z_-n_"
and at the maximum value of 8.14 lldday.
C
8) With the system operating at the oxygen requirement of 8.14 lh/day,
initiatea loss of power shutdown by removing power to the EIB. Return
power to the EIB and verify the system is in the OFF mode OFF state.
9) Select the Modify/View Operation screen on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on the keyboard. Verify the Oxygen Requirement is reset to
7.40 Ib/day. Select the Assembly Configuration screen on the CDU by
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depressing the P4 key on the keyboard. Verify the Oxygen Delivery and
Hydrogen Delivery have returned to their default values of
"CONTINUOUS" and "VENT', respectively. Select "PERIODIC" for the
Oxygen Delivery configuration, and "REDUCTION" for the Hydrogen
Delivery configuration.
10) Select the Mode Selection screen on the CDU by depressing the F3
key on the keyboard and select the ON mode. Verify the system
transitions from the OFF mode OFF state to the ON mode PURGE state.
Verify the recirculation pump, Item 463, operates correctly by monitoring
the status of the flow switch, Item 745, and by observing pressure drop
DFT09 across the oxygen ptmse separator assembly, Item 907.
11) Select the Modify/View Operation screen on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on the keyboard. Enter 60 minutes for Light Side, and 30
minutes for Dark Side.
P 12) Once the system transitionsto the ON mode PROCESS state,verify
the stateremains in PROCESS for 60 minutes. Measure and record the
oxygen flow rate and calculate the mass flow rate in Ib/day. Include any
calculations in Appendix B. Verify the oxygen production rate is 11.10
lb/day (7.4 lb/da_ at_ra di_r_a0cycl f 6;_9[.mm_llm..%)," " V " ther tM _ mm
_ t_ al-_r _[le _ Inl!!urA___ perloG, verily ule a_-__:-= _E:-:.==--_
r-l--C/"
13) A_r a mlnlm,,m of 2 cycles at this duty cycle, select the Modify/View
Operation screen on the CDU by depressing the F6 key on the keyboard.
Enter 54 minutes for Light Side, and 36 minutes for Dark Side. Continue
cyclic testing of the system until 3 days prior to the system ship date.
f
14) At the conclusionoftesting,selectthe Mode Selectionscreen on the
CDU and selectthe OFF mode. Verify the system transitionsfrom either
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the ON mode PROCESS state, or the STANDBY mode HOLD state, to the
OFF mode OFF state.
Final testing of the system is conducted to verify the unit is ready for delivery
to the customer.
5.7.1 Verification of system parameters
I) Turn the power to the system and the CDU on. Verify the system is
in the OFF mode OFF state.
C 2) Select the Assembly Configuration screen on the CDU by depressing
the F4 key on the keyboard. Verify the Oxygen Delivery and Hydrogen
Delivery configurations are set at their default settings of
"CONTINUOUS" and WENT', respectively.
C
3) SelecttheModify/View Operationsm_mu on the CDU by depressing
the F6 key on thekeyboard. Ver_ the Oxygen Requirement issetatits
defaultsettingof7.40lb/day,and the LightSide and Dark Sidesettings
are at/_f'and_minutes, respectively.
4) Select pages 2 and 3 of the Modify/View Operation screen on the CDU
by depressing the F1 key on the keyboard. Review the setpoint values and
compare with those listed in the CDU Setpoint Input Commm_{cation
Data Packet tables of the Process Controller SRS. Resolve any
discrepancies between the values displayed and those in the table.
Conducted by.
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F:
DATE: 16-JUN-95
MODE: OFF
TOTAL OPERATION TIME:
ELECTROLYSIS DUTY CYCLE:
STANDBYI 1.0
RECIRC 0.60
FEEDGPM 0.024
LOWLEV 6.5
STARTP 50.0
AMBPRESS 30.0
VENTTIME 1,0
SPE OGA
STATE: OFF
TIME: 13: :''_,.
STATUS: NORMAL
0.0 HRS
I00 %
OXYGEN PRODUCTION RATE:
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION RATE:
0.00 LB/DA'_
0.00 LB/DAY
INCREMENTI 5.0
ACCTIME 2.0
LOWACC !0.5
MEDLEV 10.5
HIGHLIM 70.0
OPENV 73.0
H2CELLV 0.9
STEPI
HIGHO2SEP
HIGHACC
HIGHLEV
N2PTIME
CLOSEV
H2CVTIME
5.0
10.0
13.0
25.0
2.0
75.0
60.0
C
r
(-
.
[
C
£
C
C
C
(
CURRENT VALUE: 1.0000
ANOMALY:
ADVICE:
NEW VALUE:
FFI] F'AGE
FF2] SUBSYSTEM F'ARA
FF3] MODE SELECTION
FF4] ASSY CNFG
FFSI MANUAL OF'ER
IF6] VIEW OF'ER
FF7] ACKNOWLEDGE
FF8] DATA LOGGING
[Fg] EXIT
FFIO] MODIFY OF ER
FF111 EFFECTOR CNFG
PAGE 2 OF 3
DATE: 16-JUN-95
MODE: OFF
SF'E OGA
STATE: OFF
TIME: 13:53:0_
STATUS: NORMAL
TOTAL OPERATION TIME:
ELECTROLYSIS DUTY CYCLE:
0.0 HRS
100 %
OXYGEN PRODUCTION RATE:
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION RATE:
0.00 LB/DAY
0.00 LB/DAY
02FAILI 18.0
HIGHN2F 85.0
HIGHH2F' 50.0
HIGHH2SEF'I 10.0
H2SEP 3.0
LOWO2SEF' 1.0
HIGHSDACC 45.0
LOWSDLEV 2.0
CVRATE 5,0
HIGHCELL 2.5
VTIME 20.0
02FAIL2 30.0
LEAKTIME 55.0
LOWH2F' 25.0
HIGHH2SEP2 14.0
LOWH2SEP 1.0
T3 30,0
HIGHSDLEV 30.0
T8 10.0
HIGHCO_II) i0.0
HIGHPUMP 1.3
DEPRESI
LEAKTIME2
DELTIME
T6
T5
T7
HIMEDLEV
CVGASTOL
FILLTIME
LOWPUMP
25.0
3.0
2.0
40.0
30.0
!0.0
24.0
7.0
5.0
0.1
CURRE_ VALUE: 18.0000
ANOMALY:
ADVICE:
NEW VALUE:
FFI] PAGE
FF2I SUBSYSTEM PARA
FF3] MODE SELECTION
FF4] ASSY CNFG
[FS] MANUAL OPER
FF6] VIEW OF'ER
FF77 ACKNOWLEDGE
IF8] DATA LOGGING
FFg] EXIT
FFIO] MODIFY OF'ER
FF11] EFFECTOR CNFG
PAGE 3 OF 3
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Inspect the system for any obvious defects due to improper h_n_n_ during
acceptance testing of the unit, or any improper wear of system components.
Correct and/or repair any defects prior to shipment.
Conducted b_.
5.7.3 System weiL_ht
C
Prior to shipment, weigh the SPE OGA system package, and the electrolysis
power supply cart. Record in the space below.
System package:
Power supply cart:
Conducted by:. V. ed
C
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APPENDIX A
SYSTEM POWER REQ_NTS
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APPENDIX B
GAS PRODUCTION RATE CALCUIATIONS
f
f
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02 (LB/DAY). [(CRM.,mmnmmdXIP, pv=p_ / (RXT+ _0)I(32 D=R=-md,Xe0 mLn/hrX24hr/day)]
H2 _OA_ - [(CF_ mmmxrdXl _ . pv=_ / _XT + _,0)I(2 _.=d,X60 =in_X_ _./,.h,y)]
whm',:
C_M = Ipu voh=netricflowrate (cul=cfeet/mLnutm)
P. Imrometric+ wet trot metmrmanometer prmmn_ (Imia)
pvap = vaporprmm_ of water at tmaperstu_ T (imia)
R - univ, nal IpmemmMt, 10.73 lma - eutdc it / lb mole. *R
T - Ipmtemperaturein meter (*ID
(
Ot I.h
e
T_T FLOW P T pvsp Iq.,OW FLOW P T
_. (CFM) (PSL4a _('_ _ (_A_ (_ _) ('_
e,_A "7 ,o_9(,, a,_.'.to_'_c/1_f o.43 '7._'8 ,r3;'cf /'.I,EY _0
1
3"._._
i_,_ .
i
_E.._.'Z,,
,_,_ ,'t • 1oIS" I"1.q3 "7_°F • 4"7 t1.3_ "" .-. 4
i
pv=l_ FLOW
o.E I o.'t,/"t
o.Y l _.oq3
_..5"1 I. 5"6
d.s't !. q_
o.:1 /.'71
C
V"
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14,1
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llJ
_LI
41J
uJ
51.1
144
IIJ
MJ
lU
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Table 1. Saturated Steam: Temperature T|bte
kb5 Press
Lb per
on.
P
,_p_lf IC VOtUClle
Sat Sat.
LIclu,O Evill Vapor
v_ vii v|
0016072 33_ 7 33_7
0.01602] 30519 3061.9
0 01r_120 2539.0 2_9,0
0,010019 263,1 l 263,1.2
0015019 2545.8 2_15.!
0.015019 2272.4 22724
0.010019 ?|lZI 2117.11
O_
0.1_
0.11219
0.17153
0.13143
O.14192
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0.11514
O.1T_M
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0`20_
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0._
O._II
O..274M
0..2_1_7
0.31t,21
0.3tlU
O.41S._
0.44420
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0.50111
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0.577_
O.51518
0.555.51
o.r_ll3
O.74313
0.:7_t2
0,1_0_
0.11_
O.015020 19657 19(15,7
O.01_I 1830.0 1130.0
A01ti3 1711.l 1704.!
0,0111014 15!_.2 1519.2
0+015015 1412.4 14182.4
O.015_ 1_i3.6 1313.5
0.011031 1_1.2 1292.2
0.015033 1207.5 1107,6
0,010035 112'5-2 1125.,?
O.010039 1056,5 1056.5
0015043 9119.0 _.1
0.015046 926.5 9_.5
O.O1505O N&3 11t.4
0.0 IG_I,4 514..1 ll41
0.01_6! 7U1 7M.1
0015053 717.4 717,4
0.01_7 5_I.8 673.9
0.0100_ 673.3 633.3
0.010077 5_5-5 c-_l.S
O.O15O82 5_.3 _0j
0.016,_7 227.5 5275
0.016093 4O5.! 495,8
0.010099 45t.1 468,1
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0.015111 416] 415.3
0.015117 3_2.S 392.9
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0+0122 2.1541 2 16,_
0.0167 2.1432 2.1594
O.1_02 2.132_ 2.1.527
0.0_42 2.1217 214.59
0._$2 2.1J 11 2.13_
0.0_1 2.1016 2.13127
0._1_1 2O9O1 Z.12SZ
0.0_ 2.07M 2.11111
0.0435 2.05_15 1.1134
0.047! 2.G_ 2.10_D
0.0_15 2.0491 2,1008
0.05_ 2.0_1 2,0946
0.H 2.0291 2AM_5
0.O5,32 2.0197 2.0_4
0.O57O 2.CI0_1 2.07M
0.0708 1.9995 2.0704
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0.1152 LU81 20033
0.1113 1J?_/2 I ._J00
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